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Approximately one-third-of our people in the united
Stfttes live in nonmetropolltan,countles or tural.Amerlca..
Thoughtlat portiOn.01 the population whichls.function-

is still decreasing; it...is 'a fact that the
'tentacles of urban America, through its expanding
muting range,. are reactinuihto rural areas t'o the point
Of influthcing re'tent.increases in the- total rural popu---

Faor'many rural communities this has created. a
dthotomoud situation with' serious, notnot fattl, eVfecs:'

,Many communities have.ex'perlenced,the gradual evolutiqp
I

'.of an eitherkor'situatIon in 'which they are facing either'
a lack of employment oppogtunities, Outmiggation-of young
people,. economic decay, land serious tears inthe tradi-
tional ,social "and family fabric.; or they. are facing, un-
prepared, the onslaught,of suburban exp \ansion with its.
accelerating demand u,pon'comMunity tervices'and'its all

Ytoo frequedt disruptive and negative impact, on .regional
;, environmental, resources and local ecological systems. .

.Much If rdr,a1 America doe.reflect neither the quiet
desperation of the lagging'region nOr the, tumultuous
impact'- of urban overreach; and yet it does experience
seriousvodsin the development-Of its h man resource
base; the provision of basIcseriices like medlcal care

ti

pt water and waste management; the availability of a
,

Inoad base of competitive employment oPport4gities; and ..
_ -

the proteetion'of.its 1and and envirorimeneal:reSources. . -

Afttr%years of developing federal legislation designed
to ,cope with the mounting problems of Turban ;A erica it - .,
appears that Congress is now, _taking the inipor .ant step
whA,chmaylead toward rural,' ocial and economic rebirth.,
Indeed, the Rural Development Act of` 1972kand the Housing
and Coimunity Developmeat,Act...of,/574, each' Contain much.prom-'
is'of a ruralirenaissance4 inhappilw, `Mates and, In' .

t

s. *
'''.1particular, local tovernments plearesomets.painfolly slow

in assuming the initiative, necessary fo-r .the-iiplementation
of federal guidelinat'and support. c

,.
In rural America it it timttp take stook. Who are Sit?

Where are we? Wherd.doye-,. apt to go'fronflere? How ao. ,-. .

we decide? By what means do, we l'et there? .

. .

The Conference on Planning,rrOntie'ra in. Rural AFeriba
4'sias.d'esigned tb. look at'al9erCnative answers 'to these t

questions. To Introduce so, meNOf the potentialanswers.
,

,

' the Conference invited ten tpeakers,with,oatolonaf.repu-
tations Viandin rural' develOputtpHadd!pia,nning.- These individ-
uals set the Stage for, workshop deliberations of a broad :

.

segment. -(geographiC-..as welfat pfqtsiipinal) of people
interested' fn-Contemporary ruralfAmerica,.it.s.prObleka A,

and' prospects for .th-e futuile.; \
.

. . 1.--. "
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Due to financial limitations it was not possible' to
include all papers presented at the conference in the
initial'volUme of papers and proceedings. Tilts has ne-
cesditatet the preparation this second volume.
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Part I
RURAL 6EVELOpMENT AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION ivr.

.

. ,

kEDERAL, STATE'AND.REGIONAL LEVELS
_ . (

'INTRODUCTION

What appears t o 'be major barriers in facilitating .th e
apprcipriate -kigid.of federal, state, ,regional and local

.- planning for rural areas and small' towns? In:par't the
, _answer .curiously enough hinges on our apparent inability

to ;define and delineate nonmetropoljtan'areag.. More im-
.portantly,thOugh the answer involves tWe typica)l rural 4 .

and small community traitsof individualism and the .lack
of a historically developed initerest in comprehensive
ylanning: These are trait's magnified 'by the difficulty
of organizing.fgr planning the dIrltipiicitylof.small.
scale and traditionbound rural governmental Ihits,'and
further complicated 6y the turnarqund\in the 1970's in
American population redisttibution. ThPsPhenomenon:is
characterized by-the cessation of depopulation in many
rural areas if not _totally unexpected popul4tion increas-
es.

A Cbnference plenary Session.sppaker, William Bonner,
=

suggests fdur 'alternatives to copiflg with these difficul-
. ties. ' Combining these alternatives Vould,see future fed-

eral and state planning initiatives emphe'size:the unique
character and need of nonntetropolitan areas. These ini-
tiatives are to be provided with-.in a multicommunity, reg- --
ional LYamework strengthened by inerpdsonal and inter-
organizational'community linkages.:.To'attgin this rural
or ialited planning strategy will in Bonner's iew require :'.

ia national rural. ,development policy, which he recommends. :.
Walter Gunthrap is in,his presentation not So :74anguine

about our ability 'to ; devise national goals pn population
growth and distributi , as is obviously needed in support
of ',tile Bonner recomme tion. And a regional planner,
Dud145, Onderdonk, will support a rural development policy--
only if it_ is a obmponent part of an'' urban or metropolitan
region plan.

The predently much higher rural. rats of n1w manufact-
v ing ,and construction jobs shields the continuing rural
lag in improving family income, housinglquality; health
conditeons and essential' community services, particularly
water. and waste systems.

How to finance these and other rural development needs
is the subject bf Ted Parker's paper...,Given the planning"
imphdiments created by the multiplicity of uncoordinated
.and in part conflicting federal and state agencies, which
oversee the financing of rural and,imalVtown human end--.
environmental needs,-What can in fact'be.accomplished?,
Billy Ray Hall'considers'this'question frOm a state's
'pdint of view while R.Douglas Tailor and his associates_ _
considers it in the context of local and regional develmp-
.ment.

1
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THE RURAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT 4\

.

/

o- William S. Bonner,.-Chairman
Division,9f,Community Affairs

University of.Arkansas

.4

1

*

) f-
. .

This paper has three aims. 0nes to explore the Meaning of, the term
, ...

,rural;
a second is to Present in operational definition of rural develop-

ment; and the third is fo eiathine-faur'alternatives Tor,achieviug rulial
4 . e

' development.
1 .4

DEFININT"RURAt " .

One definition of "rural is that of the U.S.' Census Bureau
..;,

which
applies'theterm primarily teunincorporated territory aid to. places
under 2,500,polulation outside urbanized areas. Places over 2,500°

4-.

population are, thus, considered "urban.'" This distinction has not
been operatieallymOceptable for many programs because several-thousand
urban places are scattered throughout, the nation surroundeA by rural
territory. Another U.S. Census Bureau concept is the.StandardMetro-
politan Statistical Area. Counties included 1'n SMSA's are seen as ..

"urban" or metropolitan, and those outside SMSA's as "rural" pr'non- .

metropolitan. .While the metropolitan -nonmetropolitan dichotomy works
for many, program,purposes, the continued' addition.of counties io

-
existing SMSA's, the designation of new SMSA's, and the change in
criteria for determining SMSA counties have compalinded_the problem of
stabilizing territory and organizational arrangements for Federal program' ..

purposes. .
44.

..

In P5070, nonmetropolitan'or rural America totaled. 72.7 million peoplel.
or 35:7 perqent of the population, but in April, 1973, the Office of

.eMrsnagepent and'Eudget changed the criteria for the delineation of
counties inoluded in SMSA's. Under t1.e new alignments thepoTulation
of"rural or nonmetkopalitan America amounted to ,only 55.2 million people

.*. or 27.2 percent of 'the population based on.the 1970 census figures.
: . Thit change did not alter the condition of most of those individuals who,

' by a-definition change, found themselves metro instead If non-metro.
Nearly all SMSA's contain areas; same even entire counties, that are
more rural in character than urban except for the eniploymbnt character-.

isticscofthe residents. , ...

. ,
-,,

'e< .1 .

.The "Fourth Annual Report of the President to the Congress on Government
.. 1,

Services toRural Ame#ca" submitted in 1974, pointed' out that "thet
true picture of the American popUlation-today is one of degree aidng
a rural.teurban continuum." To provide for suc h. continuum, the

Al
President's report divided the SMSA counties intoAhree groups, large,
medium,.and sm 11 with'the large group beingiurther divided iiito
gore and,fr oounties, The non-metro counties were also divided into

.

three groups:

2
o0,
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urbanized, less:.urbanized, and' thinly populated, and 5,hese three were

further classified as being ?Ajacent or nonadjacent to metro ,copnties.
Thus ten- groups of counties were identified in the President's report
for the purpose of discussing Federal per ca.piteexpendituresrby- se-
lected programs for each of the county 'groups. EVen with this degree

of refinement thetietro-nonmetro dichotomy still affords the most efiec-,
.

tive distinction for program purposes.

But What s "rural" or,murban" for program purposes also relies on. N
definition in Federal legislation. During the 92nd Congress. several

(le

bills Which' wer introduced inckadd rural aefinitiOns.
, k

For instance, the efinition in the proposed Consolidated Farm and
Rural Development Act as "Rural aAas for the purpose of this section
'shall not include any reas in any. ci ty or town which has a,population

in excess of thirty-fi e thousand inhabitants, nor any urbanized or
urbanizing area immediately adjacent thereto.",

,

The prOpwegall Community Development Act of 19/1 stated, "the term
'small community' meant any community, alUnicipitlity, town or village,

which has a.population of Less than fifteen thousand according to' the
most recent decennial census,, and is not part of a metropolitan area."'

In theproposed Rural {Revitalization Act of 1971 ,the terms ,com-

siiimitqfor "area" mean "any o yen Country, or any place, town, illage 4

of Ci wh'ic'h is located at least tw:enty miles from any standard metro-
politan statistical area as defined by ,the Bureau of Ceugus." '

. ; f

The definition. in the proposed- Rural Development Act of 1971 reads,

the terms - ' and 'rural Area' shall not include any area .in any

L
city:or town which has a population Ili, excess of ten thousand inhabitanta." )

. , ..

The above definitions have little commonalty. Conefts,obviously needs
to make.econsistent delineation between,"turaf" and .

"urban". .for Federal

progtam purposes. .

, ,

SomerCharacteri4cs Of Rural America

A

' ?
$

Is there 4 difference between metropolitan and ionmetrOpolitan America? .

- .

We hear mote and mote glipt we are becoming .an urban nation; moving' tOwardg
a homogeneous 'way bf liTe. I believe, hoWever, that many characteristics,,
still distinguish nonmetropolitan,America.: The fol,lowing, are among the
most appareilt.; l .

d

! , .
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, One Characteristic is individualism, which persists and dominateS in

'much of the nonmetropolitan' Unitod Stites. Many.in rural America

still believelirat the application of police' power to'control use

and development of land is a.limitation on freedom. Some live in

small communities and the rural countryside to escapenot only the
ffiore.crowde4 urban environment but also the more formalized controls,

anehtgher taxes found in,larger urban.cenCers. Many Of these indi-
-viduals look upon governmental planning and development as a threat Ii

to their way of life and thus oppose any governmental effort to in-
. fluencemmunity development. The current opposition in many areas

cof the country to the idea of Federal,-State, or. areawide roled in
land use planning is a case it

Another characteristic is lack of'interest. in planning. Many_residents
reason that since the crossroads hamlet of today will not beCome a
metropolis tomorrow, planning and development has no useful function.
The leadership of the small Communities may have had little exposure
to planning and develoOment'contepts or ,to the need for restructuring

local government. Consequently, they may not recognize the benefits
to be derived from-such programs. TheSe.and similar attitudes affect

both local desire to undertake planning and development programs and
the degree of local involvement once programs are initiated.

Moreover,. residents of a nonmetropoll an, America seldom see their
community, from the perspective of plann g or community development.
They do. not think iv terms of generalized :nd use, street systems,

Airivate versus public facilities, colimunity de ion-making, etc., but are

more likely to khoW each parcel of land by the indiv s who own it,

its price, and its actual "o# potential use

1

Besidesthesecindividual attitudes, nonmetropolitan areas have certain
.structural characteristics. For instance, politically, rural America
.struggleswith a tremendous number of 1+1-governmental untts, many .

with small populations and limited resources--social, .economic, phyiical.
and political. Approximately'seventy-five percent of all incorporations, .

counties, and special purposetdistriqts are located in nonMetropolitan
America. , ,

.
. . ,

. ...,..
'

Many small incorporations maYcbe compared to the suburbs of-a central
city, that is, they are bedtpom'communitie.s, with many residents employed \
in adjacent urban centers. Frequentlyi. people,tiving in a,town of 500 .

may commute 30'mlles or more,to work in an urban center 45,000 oelarger,
Often, the small town is dominates:1'6y. an urban center-, which, in turn,

' may be dominateddominatedc =y a larger and more distant metropolis.

0
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The quality of environment'in small-towns also varies a
This variety may be due in nattt to the level 'of economic
Some small towns have a sound economic base and can thus
adequate community facilities. Other communities may be
the poverty leveolunable to provide the facilities cons
necessary fon modern living.

ood deal.

\actiYity.

provide
at or near
i ered

Most small.municIpalities have inadequate financial resour
it vir,tually impossible for-them to initiate and sustain p
and development programs or to hire the,techn,ical and prof
competence necessary to undertake such programs. "

es, making
muting
asional

. . ...,
.

.

Although I have emphasized a few of the characteristics-6fSMaller ,.

municipalities, much of- what .has been said about :them aPpll s-,;as well
to unincorporated or rural territory; where poputelrion densities'are
-even lbwer.

Rural Americalhas a disproporti8Wately Large share'of di;adY ntaged
residentithe pbor, the aged,.the undereMployed, those liVih in

-subseandard,housing. Foi this reason, although_rural Ameiica may, at
first,glance, appear to fare well in terms.of capital expendi ures fore
many programs, a closer look sh6ws that nonmetropolitan areas,nged all
the help they are gkting gild more.

The dispersed popuCation in nonmetropolitan United States; the\many
governmental units, and limited social and economic resources 11 help
to account for the difficulties lobal political units tace in p'anning.
for andproviding contempOr4iytervices and facilities. Many o these
diffiCultieS are best viewed as part of a larger regional probl m, since,
both problems and solutions are linked in terms of an environment that

,

goes beyond single local jurisdictions. Here the concept of rural.develOP1
ment becomes relevant.

4

RURAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

Rural ddvelopment as a concept assumes that the.Federal government, as a
pirt'of'a national development policy, will provide-differential treaf-
ment to rural America to help retain itspoptilatiOn through'16catiA of
industries and commercial servicei-OiCcinomt-e-opportunity); end throtigh'
,thet provision of adeqUate public services and facilities, housing,
'ethiCation, transportation, and health services. %Itte Federal government

shotild.basi'sudh action on the recognition that the 'total land and'epopti-
lation resources in rural areas constitute resources "in dire need of
conservation and rehabilitation.

0
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Logicallyc rural development requires that the locational .deeiniond

, for economic activitieg and inventmenta in public cervices and ,

facilities be"directed".or ','influenced" by national policies.
Currently, major industries end businesaen making*locational_ae7
cisions for new ingestments,ae atatistical projections, including'
population distribution, generated.by Federal agencies. Both
those who do:the prbjecting and those who Use the projections tend r %

. to view them as "ineviiabilitiesk" The credibility attached:tb these
. ./ .

projections by businesses and industries strongly biiiaes Tadvate

.
1.

. ,

'location decisions to take advantage of future inanpowerand market
expectations developed from such projections. Je in fact,'public
amitrivaie decision makerb accept governmental lopulation'distri-

, bution projections as ineyitablevthen a selffulfilling prophecy
is createduand depopulation Of-country =side and continued concen-
tration of people in metropolitan centers are assured. .7

.' )

Althougfi the Federal government generally pArsues policies aimed
at optimizing most,of the desirable sccial end economic character-

-istien of the population thatcah be reported otatistIcally, it' has

done little, toviard, pursuing comprehensive, national poliCies affect-
ing distribution of the .population. 'Indee4'in spite.. of the'lariguage
ofcongreseionaliegislation aiped-at rural ,development,. the policy
emphasis of ?ederal Programs sometitiesleads-one.to doUbt:that the
national government 'totally accepts the legitimaoy of ruraldevelop-

. ment. To do so would entail policiep and-interventions in distri- ;
bUtiqn pf "economic"-activities, includingell aspects of the
pr6cesqes by which locational decisibris are made.

, .,
' r

Yet irrural America is,,, to deVelop;'it-I,Mustsretain its population
and secure adequate economic opportunity_within the .area. Thee .

_ failure -of Fedeal GoveimMent to adopt policies directed to .
.

this end, except in limited, crisis situations, means that lts polic/,
. by default; condones continued urbanization and suburbanization.'- ..- .,.. .. .,,,

.

'

ti

.f---t-
-

I

FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT:

course, deveral taterriatives for jurtheringaural.
I will discuss four alternatO.vbs.

ALTERNATIVES.:

There -are', of

,development.
.. -6 v*,

/ .
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1. Differential Inducements for Rural. America

, .
,

In discussing differential induceMents, I assumeNknational intention

3
to retain in nonmetropolitan Ame5ica its natural population increase

and to encourage some.in7migration)from more densely p6p4ited
metropolitan centers. '

4 ,
, . C.'

While many states have adopted legisration allowing local unitsof
government tugrant special .inaucements., to industry (usually, in the

*'form of tax relief or provision of facilities built with tax exempt
bonds), the states'have not tadethe legislation selective in terms of

metro-honmetro location. Under a differential inducement system,
states would adopt legislation that favorednon-metro Seas. Even then

for industry to locate in nonmetropolitan areas, a'reinforcing national
policy would be required. One such.national inducement might be a low
Federal Reserve discount rate bdinvestment capital for indugtries that

,

locate in designated districts of nonmetropolitan auas.

0

1

4
4

'If:differential.inducementis to achieve 'desired development location
decisions, the opetropolitan- nonmetropolitan distinction must,be the basis

for development-decisions. $uch a policy would alliw better planning for

nonmetropolitan development and would assign the necessary resources to

,.accomplish the job. Such policy woulego beyond simple redress, for the
apparent imbalance in'tconomic olportunity, which has'severely diminished
individual citizens! choices'in !ms of place and style of life. It

would provide the nation's MetropOlitan communities respite from the
constant influx of nonurban people, thus allowing urban communities to
work toward solving the many, and severe,. problems which past Migration

has accumulated.

Public investment ifttspublic facilities by, the Federal. government -, -and to

a lesser 'degree by state governments--undoubtedly atfects locational
decisions. Current actions at4he Federal 'executive and legislative
leviLs,give favorable treatment to large urban centers. This'urhan bias

andthe concomitant failure iofund adequately portions of the "Rural.
.Development Act of 1972" make it difficult for rural America to attract
economic-development and people..

J. 2. Aredwide Plannin& .

The term areawide planning, for, the purpose.of this-paper, indicates
multi- governmental effOrts. Usually, the term connotes a multi-county

approach. An arcawide planning organization may serye4a .stibarea of a-

136ate or'parts4of two or `moue States. ..
. .

, ,

P . .

so
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Areawide planning may cover areas of concentrated popul.ationt such as
/ the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area; or it may deal with areas

of dispersed p"opulatio9s that consist of several counties with no city
omei*10,9006 or 20,00044ulation;'or finally, it may serve areas that
include both concentrated and4p-persed populations. Areawide planning

has been.a reality for, more than 'a half century.

Since the end of`World. War IT; the Federal system of government in the

An4ted.Stqes.hatt undergone increasing stress because of expanding
national, domestic programs'.and conflicting responsibilities among the
goVernmental participants in the 'systemT-the Federal,. State and local ,

gov,frnments.. Experience also suggests that local governments, in both

urban_and rural areas, are inappropriately organized to respond-to.needs
that tritscend their. boundaries." '

TieAtookings Institution report,. Making Federali'sm Work stresses the
) /

need, and the urgency, for a national program to achieve operationally

meaningful program coordination. This report forcefully argues for the
absolute necessity of establishing, in both "urban" and "countryside"
areas' of-the/nation, a "universal system of multicounty agencies wit
'reSponsibil7ities both4for planning and for facilitating action programs
tovering,the entire range of coMmi pity activities relating to economi&

and 'community development. The report, however, avoids suggesting a
specific ogrational format and procedures for implementing the general
recommendation -- largely, it would appear, because, as the authors state,

"we begin with a kasic suspicion of model-building". The preceding
pages,Lof the repoit7 are strewn with the debris of broken moders7-
/Which/ foundered because, among other reasons, they could not be fitted
uniformly to the diversity of American communitiesnot alone the physical
difference among communities but, what is even more important for model-
building, the institutional diversity." In effect, the 'Brookings report
leaves'the responsibility for structuring a desirable operational frame-
work and mode to the several stilies,, presupably with the acquiescenc&of
both local communities and Feder -al agencies'.

4

From the 1920's to'well after.World War II, thefewulti-county plan-.
ng agencleimpremetropOlitan, dealing with problems of concentrated

pop lations. The passage ofthe Housing Act of 1954 accelerated 4

interest in metropolitan areawide planning because ;uch planning was
eligible for grant assistance under Section 701. Nonmetropolitan plan-
ning received a similar stiMlus with the inclusion in the Housing Act`
of 1968 of rants for-nonmetropolitan agencies.

Since-the mid 1950's, Federal programs have led to a proliferatiOn of
multicounty organizations. The following are some of the Federal

e

' Ti
IL

.
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activitiesutilizinCa multicounty organization: the Department of

' Agriculture with Rural Conservation and DeVelopmentDistricts; the : '
Economic Development Administtation with economic development distribta;y1

the regional'health planning program of HEW, the law enforcement and
criminal justice program of the.Department of Justice; and the Appalachian

Regional Commission. These and othsr activities have.resulted in the

formation of two or more single function multicounty,agencies within a
given area rather than of one agericy handling several functions in the
area. A recently completed study by theAdvisory Commission on Inter7
governmental Relations recommends that areawide planningorganizatiOns '

be multipurpose umbrella o?ganizations,.capable of administering mpat,.
if not all, of the twenty -four or more Federal aid programs alit require

an areawide approach. .

. .

,
.

.

4 Obvionsly, it is not multihcounty or areawideorganization alone that

, a
. makes for effective coordination of planning and development activities.
Such organizati n must have some functional prineiplesto succeed.

:d,
1

4Y, v . 1, .

I would like to e size that areawide planning organizations must be
'.concerned in a comprehensive way with the needs of dispersed .populations.
These organizations should have a' comprehensive program appr fien--c-Oh,.

. ,

$-.
cerned,"`at least, with the following: A

1

.

1.) The problems of cultural and economic lig, poverty and

/
underemplbyment.

2) The trends :of implarive. migration to, .and uninhibited growth,

in major urban center% whi,Ch create social.disorganiiation
in receiving areas and forced ,retrenchment in provisionof
vital.services and facilitiesfin the sending areas.

3 ). More effeCtive group action to achieve a wider raige of, and

a better balance in decisions about the kind of environment
in which people want to live and work.

4) Intergovernalental cooperation in the deliveryof governmental,
services and citizen participation-in 'evaluating issues in :

connection with such services

'5), ,The wise'an4 balanced use of land and water resources.
.

Such areawide organizations should be able to offer or obtain expert
assistance in a number of Innctional areas:.for instance, in compre-
hensive planning, regional health planning, fisCal management, public.
facilities,-code administration, resource development,and conservaltion,

15
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criminal justice and law enforcement, health services, manpower,
ot-

aging, solid' waste disposal, agriculture, tourism, 4nd recreation..

The areawide planning organization and'is staff must establish a
working rapport with its constituency so that local units can profit
by being_an integral and responsible part of the larger.organization.
Makingle4ert service availablelto solve,immediate problemi is an
important aspect of a multIcounty program, -serving to'increase.local
competence to identify, meet, and solve local problems.

3. Regionalism

. . ..-

"Regionalism" assumes that areawide prolilems and their solution
. transcend the boundaries'anthe capabilities.of local governments- -
'in terms of the expert assistance, 'authority, and fiscal-resources
.required. Regionalism calls for other, broader .governmental arrange-
ments. However, in developing these arrangements, 1oCal general purpose
governments may find their authority curtailed-, ,fiscal resources ,

diverted as a resultof'decksions made by Federal and State:governments,
or-their rationale for existence questioned. We have seen, and will
continue to see, 'Federal diversion of fiscal resources from local general
purpose governments to independent regional organizations, Some of,-them
non-profit. this diversion of fiscal resources, which local Teneral
purpose governments believe they should receive, has been criticized
by those who do not like the implied loss of local power.

f

Yet' the concept, of regionalism is 'probably here-tosty.; As far back
as 1927, Alfred BettmarP, in an article on "How to Acquire ,Perks "and .

1 °
.0ther Open Spaces", noted: "...In this mattex,of open spaces, as in all
other phases- of. planrOg; there i-s need of developing both regional_ plan-
ning and regional)goernmqnt; in othewoids, first the making'Of regional

.splens'and, secondjt e creation of, regional legislative and executive\ 4
organs for carrying .hem out;" A

.1

4 ,
, .

. ,
.

The first na4onal Conference on regional councils held in Washington, 'D.C.
in 19¢7, 'had ifoi s hidden agenda the objective of stopping theLpro-
fiferation o spe ial dittricts and the prOthotion of regional councils ts
the first st p to'regional government. A change in national administration a

brought thi effort to a sharp halt.
&

The Advisorly CoMMiesion on IntergovernmentalRelations hat considered
recommend4lons'to restructure government, including "regionalism".
The staff/of.the ACIR proposed for considerStion by the Commission a
recommendhtion citing the need' to "establish basic State policies and
State and regional mechanitas for restructuring the system of, local .

k /
if

.
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pvexnmenb to make it more responsive and 'adaptable to the areawide
''

. as well as local needs of individual communities ", and "authorize
..,

--the Creation of govetnMehtal tits oc several types capable of '.
.*-- providing areawide services and of assuming all the responsibilitiel

.,

osSighed by Federal, State, and local action to officially designated
umiiiella multijurisdictional, organizationsX. At this time, the

.,
. recommendations orriocaloverlment restructuring and areawide mechanisms
-have not, .been adopted by,ACIR.413iit the Advisory Commission on Inter=

. .

governMenial Relations has alsd concerned itself with assighment ,of
-functfonstzrlo areawide, and state leyels and with the need for
reo4ankiatiCiF lb.cal government to.better serve the needs of its ..

'ci; zensr-especiaily in areas of dispersed popuLdbions.
'-.J'k,.

. )k::, ''--"Re ionali,W in a pure form does not yet exist in the United States;
; alf ougkhere have been some city- county consoli4atiOns,-and some ,

: , ,metropolitan iirrangements such as Miami-DadeCounty, and Indianapolis
with Uni-Gov. The.Minnesota legislatur has created the Metropolitan .

4 C Uncil of the Twin'Cities for the Minalipolis - St. gaul metropolitan
-,. A ea. But even this creature-of the State does not%represent true

-..

r gional g&verninent.
.

Regional Communities ya

The regional communities concept as an alternative foi-rural development '
implies more than a geographic and-P-oritical entityformed from a number
of manlier units,.altlkough it impflps this as well. The emphasis iti
both areawide planning and in regionalism is predominantly political',
involving some type of intergovernmental cooperation or governmental
reorganization. The basic emphasi's in regional communities is the

.recognition of interpersonal and interorOanizational linkages including
phared values, accepted behavior codes, dependencies, psychological
lidentifiCations, commonalitiesof interest, similarities of experience
etc.--and the strength of such linkages. <

The regional community concept also transcends the ,definition of
community as one or more groups of,People interacting toward the
attainment of goals, in which they Share a common interest. Such a
community has geographic form, but _it is not netetsiily fixed in any,
one town, county, or other arbitrarily 'defined area, and may change
with the definition of7.the problem. Regional communities must have
political viability and a known role in hTolitical hierarchy; they
must also reflect the shared goals. of their populations. 3.ut they
must, above all, rest' on the solid bedrotk of reasonabl4 and'traditional
human ties.
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It is crucial that the geographic aFea
delineated carefully, for onces,delinea
initiated that may start with areawite
The regional.communities concept-can b

.Y

of regional communities 'be
edo a "beriesOf-eilents will beJ

planning and end,with re0:onaljani.
Inewed.asevolutionary.

4

. A: NATIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY

I

.

I have presenteemy views on four alternatives,. for furtl.development,
The last three Of the,four approachei,apply to metropolitan areas,

well asto nOCketropolitan areas. I contend that some of our small

RAS/Vs-can(' adjacent dependent countids coubckforni°regional communit es

which woul4 benefit more from nonmefropolitan prOgtams than Metrop itan

programs. What is needed is a comprehensive national development policy.

6. At presknt, no one agency speaks for the satisfaction of our total
'domestic needs; resp4nsibilit# is scattered throughout'the Federa
government and discharged in terms of a multitude of short range,

errat,icalryOnded, and sometimes; contradictory prOgrams. Yet, i

to copewitil the grotqing magnitude of domestic problems, dOmesti

wining tffbuld at least match the sophist1cation of defense and spa

ning.afforts.

order I

plan-
e plan-

The Nation weeds a set of coordinated policies for"population d Stri-
bution, industrial dispersion, land use, 'resource management, ri-

culture, housing, education, employmedt, and quality of life: n.

- developing such policies, Congress itself should compile andan lyze
its current policies, as set forth in legislation, to determic if

1
they.are indeed &)ordinted toward achievement of the goals of the ,

legialatedmprograms. 'A joint Congressional Committee should b author zed

keep Congress up -to -date on the relatiOnship a ongi
to evaluate successes and faithres_in implementing national go is and

policies and to
existing Federal-pograms, roposed new ones( And national objectives:

The Federal government could then assess problems-and needs mo
effectively, to determine what is necessary for the' ldvelopment
MetropolLtaft areas and to'redress inequities of income'

,
housin

'education, and employment.
4

:f,non-
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IMPLEMENTATION AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL

by

Walter,Guntharp
Rural Development Service

United States Department' of Agriculture

Rural America today representb 57 million people, most'of whom
live utside Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas of the United States.
' he 57 million people occupy 98%' of the land surface of the U.S. They
also represent over 56,000 units of govtarimentincluding municipal, county
and multi-county, district, and a-number of other types of governing and
coordinating organizations. It is customary when we think in terms of

' rural-America that'we aso think in terms of Agriculture but it is in-
teresting' to note that farmers who represent less than 9% of our nation-

.

a'.1 population also represent less than 20% of rural America and less
than 10% of the rural income. So'when we speak of rural America, we are
really 4.1king about small communities, and I am talking of communities
,of up to 50,000 but mostly those of 10,000 or less.

There isa history that is closely associated withOoday's necess-
. ity for rural evelopment which.has its roots in rural outmigration.
Since about 1540 some 30 million people have left'rural America for the
cities. This is-probably one of the greatest voluntary migrations of '

people in the annals of history.' There'wouId be perhaps twice as many
people living in rural America today if i.t were not for this 'outmigration.
Now when we talk about policies of balanced gOwth `.-ancr everYbody id
trying to sweep the folks out of the cities and back into the smaller
communities as a feature of bal ced growth - I am frankly not sure that
this outmigration was bad for' e country: In order to estimate what our
population distribution really should be, I think'we will have to con-
sider variableb which pertain o population distributiOn, resource on
servation,and our agricultur food base. I aMoften critized by the
Congress for not coming up wi h national goals for poPulation.growth and
distribution, but I just.don't-know where to grab the problem.' As a
nation we have not made a de ermination of policy as to how we want our
-people to be distributed, an any arbitrary goal could be bad -for' the
country,10, we shy away from that. dr,

We do kaOy that this migration from ural to urban areas:has caused
a massive national headache and we have an entire department of Hou-sing -.-._
and Urban Development to cgatend with it: Cities have bedote congested
and crime, 'pollution, drug'SAdiction, hutan regitentation,' and social'
unrest thrive primarj.ly in our larger urban centers. So whetheior not .

cities re the answer is really questionable; we do know that over, halt
of tWe people who live in the cities say they.would.rather live-in rural
America. But just the-same, were confronted with fthe aftereffect o
the migration to the cities, and, look what hau happened in the rural areas,
over that_ period of time.. .Dusinerfses were forced to close down and follow

ee
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customers to-the Cities, commuhity revenudo fell off se that small
,

, communities were unable to supply conveniences such as wate4,seWer,
',and essential services. Personal services and social,se:rIi4es moved
. -optAibh the businesses, as lawyers,' school teacherardoctore, dentists, .

Nand other professional people had to.go somewh re else to make-a better
',living they saw their clientiele declining and, the had to go along

, with t em. Ana as a consequence, over the past,th 0 decodes, rural
Ambricalas been in a stat.*- relative recession, a recession which is
recent to the urban cen kn.

.

'

. (Now since '1970 i.thin the laatithree4o five years, there.*
. been a, remarkable turnabok in the nature of rural development and ,in

the 'rural outlook. Po ex ple, f 611,1970 until 1973] over otie Won
people moved out of tnb Ci ies and back ,into the 'rural communit 4, In
the calendar year' 1973, 19 00 manufacturing -firms moved out of Now

City, Chicago, and Pl iladelphia to rural settings. Now -V4by did
t notall move way out into the boondocks, but theYlid move away from

the inner city and m y of them actually did move into rural counties. .,;

Nday the rate of n w manufacturing jobs in rural America la over twice .-

al; hip, 6 the rate of new manufacturing jobn in the urban centers; the
rate of/ ew count ction jobs in rural areas.is-over three qn4 a half '

times 113e netropo ftan rate. In terms of'Populationi' the Wetroporitan
growth rat for re period 1970 to 1973 was 2.9%. In nen4ffletropoldtan ,

.

counties ad ent to the urban counties that growth rateoh4 r4.7%, and
.in.the'non4:adjacent rural counties'it has been 3.%. The Clear 4mplica-
' tionis tijat the rural'areas are growing faster than the urban areas.
This is not true apross.the.entire United States since there are pockets,
where there is s4till,substantial'out-migration, lout on the whole rates

,4._______1,
of latio4 growt and industrialization are more rapid in rural areas.

*- t ap in ttio cities -

;

i.?-,--.
. - I

7 ,.e .,.*, .
Now we come to a very important- conclusion -.that rural development '

has become a major national movement. This raises a'question,' "Vhat are
we going to do with it?" I think the requirement is,that we spend all of
our energies and intelligence guiding this movement aim& orderly,and i\,

'sensiblesensible lines because just like'.the industrial revolution, the renaissance,
Orth6 opening of the West it can't be stopped and vie have had enough bp.d. .

experience in theyast of letting things such as environmental deteriora
tion go on and on and on until it took'a massive effort to correct the

.

situation and to-recognize iliefact that some of the situation is' uncorrac-
table.

' .
,.:- .*

,..

Now let's ,talk Yomomentabout recession and rural-America. The
. .

.z.,
current recession seems to be rather selective in where it wants tobettle
because it hits hardest in the bar; sectors of tur e.6onomy and apparentli,
the least in rural America and i the stock markets. During the period
between March 1974:and November 974; total metropolitan employment 4e- : ,

clined 0.3% and is probably do more now,'while.total non-metro emplOythent
went deWn 0.l%. Metro construc ion dropped 12.7%, and that of course is,
of major significance, while non-metro construction went doyn only 1.2%.
Metro serves went up 2,.7%,- now r6lember the,field'Of services' in where.

-r- we have hat one of our'wOrst deficiencies in the rural areas 7 while nor.--
mettro services4en't up 4%.
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All=of.these ind:Ncatorti pa 4 picture of rural development on
the movei,sibutothe fact remains thi many wears of decline and neglect
have iqft deep and cumulative scars on rural society and economy, so'
let's look'at=Some of the darker sides. For. example, nearly (0$ .of the 7
sUbstandard occupied housing in the U.S. is in rural.Amervca and th4,
incidence of, that within the Appalachkan region i u mud', hjgher than the
national rural average. The, median fgmily income has. been growing in 0

rural America but ,it is still 20% below "the median metropolitan income,
.

However, since rural. lifestyles areVifferent the gap is not qp4.teas
.great. Thereare approiimately 35,000 rural communities.which still
have no, central Water system. and there are 44,000 which lack a dentral,
sewer system so I. have massive requiremenks,there, For example, the
Farpers Home Administration has a backlog. of requeats'for asdistance
in thefields of water d sewer that'exceedb $13 billion, and when
people talk about 'the' in equacy of programsJ don't think they want
adequacy of programs at ose. costs. !Doctors and- health facilities.
and.fire fighting equipm t and other community services are obviously

.still in very short su ly in rural America.

,

Beginning: as many as three decades ago,. the Federal government
began. to move .into this picture andattempted 411) do something about i ti
but the programs that were created were PieeeMeal or overly spgcific

ivuntil 1972 when the ral developMent act' passed. ,This act compre7
hends and addressee the entire spectrum of Jebel development needs along
its hardware features and its programs include water and sewergrants
and loansp longterm, low cost loans for all'other Opee of communiV -

facilities; and grants and guaranteeT/oans cer tilittimulation of busi-
loess and industrial investments in rural communities. These are Farmers

_
Nipme Administration programs which' Are inaddit to FHA programs in
the field of HonSing*and Farstassistance loans ere programs` add a
major load to that which is already carried by and in spite: of .the ,

fact5 that the program has a supervisordn virthally every countyi. the
things' that we have allowed to go ,into the Farmers Home AdmMistration'
without augmenting the personnel an capabilitieS have giventhem .

a most difficult role to, play. I }near from time to time in some.areas,
a condemnation of the,local FHA...administrator because, they say, "he
won't give you the time of, day," and in other,areas, I hear extraordinary
praise.' TOO are turning a corner.in.terms of new responsibilities, and
like any organization some of them are sloWer to adjugt4than others, but
I do guggest to you thais..,the Farmers Home 'Administration _agent in-your

oounty or.in yeui district or your state is a,hard pressed public servant'
.

,

who does in fact, have at_ his disposal perhaps the greatest single,:pack,
age of programs available-to.small communities.

'

One thing I would like to rerutdis an allegation are not ,

- spending -the moneys that wejiave.and again I go to eome, f thl Farmers
le Home Administration programs as an example, although t ere dr 6ther on c..

I would ;lay that we are spending.every.siorle penny th the Congress
allocates to us, nothing is hOld back, there,is'no rese vati p of :fund .

Moreover, the trend inassistafice to Niel development, as 1:) en very siharply
..

upward over the last several yearar here I b ing-in'th Hur41"EleCtrification
Administration along with the FHA as an ex les In,1 Dousing loans front .

, 1

\2 1 t.
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FHA Were_only 102,millionv.in 1975 houvIng laans.wane_ 2,25J;000,000
9 quantum leapmover7lhis period of ;time-. ,In,the field of community i%..e- et

,racirity loans, that is watr,_sewer;°and othe coMmunity facil/ties,
the*Moye has been from $222.6M isri 1969710 $67 .5M in 1975; and; in the

: area of telephone and electric loan's, Mont of which are tliro totlie .*.

4oOperatives and are considered, an improvement se/Ai/ice:in lieii of

initialvervices, the fund level has acme up from WO M-to 00?86,000,000.
i_ .- Thereforet one should not betooqui.ck-to accept all of the driticisms

.,of Federal'rural'programn. . ; .. -..

-/ t

.

,

..

Rural developMent:in of coupe, not' onlira'matter of ,hardware pro-
- crams, it ie 436 a Matter of liarning and planning lga,, most of all,

human orientation and mbti/ation.The.Rttral DbelopiOnt ict comprehends
these needs.as well as those', of the luirdwaierequirelilenti. Title 5 0. "-----,,,--

the Rural Development Aot'providesxeqr rRSeich and ed4ation through the
Extension Service, and the CocIperatiVe State Research pervice, and, the -,

lation's educational institutions, and there in anothfr section of the
Rural Development Act which ntates-that the Secretartof Agriculture is
author.ized and directed to"exercies leadership and AordinatiOn:Of a
nationwide program:of rural developm-ent:\ In so dofng, he can use' all of '
the-services and resources cif the. entireExecut,i0 Branch of the Federal I

Government in coordination with state and.localtrural-4velopmene,programs.
,This is the mandate which is a- charter of the Rural Development. Service
which is-designated as a departmental agency for the spedific purpose o0 --.

accomplishing the'leadership and the coordinating ivies of the Department
of Agriculture anefulfilIing a110f the comprehensive aspects of the-.
Rural DeVelopment Act. .However, we recogniZe that all of these people. -

for whom we are goings to providalehdership,and coordination have their
own legislation,rtheir own'charters, and their own regulations, "and it
makes it pretty much the tinniness of crossing fences and getting into *--

their yard and sayingv "I 4 here to coordinate you."
-

We didn't Oite know how tQliandle thin situation. We were a little
bit like the Board of Deaconp,in'thia little'country church who ran across
an item in the budget that-said 'chandelier -$200'." They Voted vt down,
saying that_in the firstplace, it coat too'much money; and in the second
place,-nbbody-in the churchinewhow to play one, and in, the thiradince,
they needed a new light in the'entrance hall. This problem of approaching
the resporinibilityV'Coordimaing local programs has caused us to do,a
great deal of ccnireplation'andhad-Charged us with the responsibility of
coming up with &Imam of acconiplishing:te , It has put us into contact

. with about 50 Feaprdl DepattMen* and Agencies which administer.over7500
programs applicable tlq rk§rdevelopments'and'r)iraI needs, and we hate

.
decided that the'only way to rulfill this mandate is to treat it usid serf
vice which can be extendadto other:Men,and to ,depend on their moo 4i11-,
and-their agreement that their p'rog'ram should fit as well as urban.
needs. }1e incorporate in this approach, alloptheae aoftwafe ar and
all other areas which were rather non-specifib to the Rural beve9pme
Act such as health,,recreation, social- service, ediwation,".Plann'ng, con-
servation, manpower, training and allotheWer remedies which needed
to extend Federal benefits inta the rural A,reaa. -

. Since the act is...primarila-eervice to small 'town Amer as if also
.
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puts Inv into dirrest toah with a groat augdaor di' small cc6m-uniLies.
There are a'groAt %'unbar or small:communitiss where the 144,yqr courat
a hatdware Store for his living, runs Lilo town c L ci' a shoe box,
probably gets $50 a year from the community; He has no stall and no
way,ofporing through the, catalog of Federal do stic nrogrpAST- He

-
generally doesn't know.about the 500 programs z d- 50 Agencies which can
ptovide assistance to him and he needs a repre, ntstive at the nation-al
le Neel. lip needs whatjyoU would ball a one Ytop leriiice Center at the .

e government level which can lend him a hand and help him with his develop-
ment programs, and that is the service that we provide. We recetve-liter7
ally thousands of letters from small coMmunities or telephone calls either'
directly or through the, Conjress and they say, "Our town, Hickory hill
or Pumpkin Center or whatever, needs a water system,, or abCommunity Meet-

.

i 4 . -ng house, or a fire station, or recreational facilities, or health per-.
vices,. Can you help us?" If this is.a letter or if it comes/through
the Congress, we call that person back and we find out exactly. what his
problem is'and where he stands with relation to getivingithandied: Then after
exploring every possible avenue of assistance open to him we write him, a,

letter describing and explaining available programs to him and tell him wh8 44
-to'contact in hie npighborhood'for assistance with a particular program:
We send copies of all of this correspondenceio all appropriate Federal 1

,and tate contacts as a letter of introduction tp this person. After wh:Cr.
we call hii up from time tetime, asking "how are yoti%getting along with
your projea?" We fdllow his' program all the ay,thrOugh until he obtains,

I
whateVer -it is that he is afteit' or until we haust .the resources. We
also explain to him how certain programs dov tail with certain loans and
grants and how maybe, he can, ut a fire,stat on'and 4 police station to-

..

gether and ket a,grant whereas otherwise I may not have been able.o do
..,.

so. , . -.
,

All of these are specific services to rural America and they are
gaining' congressional recognition as well as recognition within the small
communities as a snowballing type of an operation - we may have to com-
puterize it. Our entireibbjective is is be non-paternalie take the view,
that the role of gOverndent is to be responsible, but .that the initiative:
must begin with the Local communities.. AS Dick-Hartman of the National
Association of Regional Councils. say "we-have to find area-wiJle solutions,
we have to regionalize all this business." However, we cannot regionalize
'initiative. Not even. at the multi-county district area can we have some
sort of a multi-jursidictional,body telling Centerville or some other town.
preci:';ely what it can have. We may come .to that, and if they to do
this themselves, I believe,that it is good, but if (the9 believe in self
determination of small, communitiezre ark going to have 'to depend on`

r

community initiative to a great d d'be responsive to it;

'Ivr,

;
If we are.talking about planning, i think.it is quite proper t ay

that the best,debtiny for some small,communities is to Ile shot dead ri' ti,
between the eyes. Some communities are not viable, -some of them are
anachronisms that axe born of a communication systeMwhich was good in s

day but is, no longer needed and to keep pumpinglmoney into some small
.

coMmunity jUat because e-the inhabitants want it but can't keep it togel r
Without outside help, I don!t know whether that is good or bad. )Howevir,-
thie is not a Federal prerogative and we will respect their decision"

'4- I.
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Rural devl(iloppont is undoubtedly a vita']. American need, but ono , 4,

also has to be exceedingly4Sensitivo toAho wise use of our land. Today

',urban sprawl (i.e. the 'standard- metropolitan statistical area) is con-
sunning from 1 -1 .to 2 million acres pfarable land every year. Rural
sprawl .could be much much worse becanse'it is easisr to be more profligate

with land to fulfill rural needs. Ala. you have to do Pt to have external
interests which opeaate on the basis of a Sense of convenience and ex- / -.

pediency and buy up large tracts of land for factorieu, and developments,
and subdivisions, and the land in gone... By the year 2010, not too long
from now, certainly in the life span of our Children; the world will have
3.billion more people than today that .in 3,500 more cities with 1 million
more persons each. American agriculture and the export of American food
and the'policies associatedogith such exports are going to become tools of

national d:Iplomacy which is probably, ,comparable to.thepower of our Defense b

establishment in shaping our political alliances and,imdetermining who is
..,,

.

'going to live and who is going to die. , In just a few more decades our
agricyltural produation base and our export policy are going to make an
Imprint on the affairs of nations. Therefore, we have to protect our
agricultural production resources and control their use. The're is' nothing

''at all inconsistent between this and rural development, they are hand ik,
hand. ,Agricultural conservation does not retard rural.deVelopment, but

.---
it does 'mean that we do not have inexhaustible resources in land any'mote__
that we do in fuel, and we have got to be sensitive to this fact. Small

communities and c ties are going to have.to, confront the problems of
zoning, hoWever. Poll ically troublesome they are, ilf they are going to

,
'\ grow, and the time t do it is'early so that the community can manage its

own affairs,. and manage its pyn growth and protect its.own-character'
and its own preference, as to what it would be. ..-

Now a final observation concerns energy and rural America. ;America
is really'the placenta of a growing world, but according to a Federal
Energy AdminiStrationl.policy statement, by the eili-oT,1973 the members Of

the Organization of Vettoleum Exporting Countries will:have earned ftom
the test of the world some $100 billion dollars in Foreign Exchange which

.

was abotit ten times their earnings in 1972. By the end of the decade
that figure could be $600 billion:, By 19854t could be one trillion two .

hundred billion dollars or sitAimes the,world's present total rdonetary,

reserves. That is painting the picture about as dark as you can paint it
but it is one way to look,atit. Now what could tHey do with this money?
In eight hotirkthey could7purchase one Lockheed C-5A;in ten days the Bank
of America; -in seventynine days the Exxon Corporation; in 143 days.the'

IBIS Company;,.Jin 1.8 years all of Ametica's investments outside the United

States; in151- years.all of Great Britain's personal wealth; and in 15.6
years.all of the companies on all of the world's major stock exchanges.
Now thinge, may 'never get that bad but they don't have toget that bad to.

,be'pretty bad. This means'that,Projectandependence'is going to have .to,
work and rural America is going to be thermfee-of its working and-Will be
called on to help it, work. Appalachia for example, is_ going to be gravely
affected,in terms-of coal production arroLmost likely, coal gassificatton

activity. Tennessee and other States will Help by moving more and more
to nuclear and hydro- produced energy. The &basted states will help in
meeting the nation's energy requirements by harboring'the land-based
aspects of offshore Oil developments. Tbcse activities are going to have

, ,
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. a great impaot Oil dqvelopment. There simply,:are going to be new and
-. major and subritantiar in.fluenoen on how the Aand is used." in rural

America and -how rural_Aiiierioa in,going to be developed.

We wt l be hakiing our Bi7Oentennial next year. Anybody who -in 67
years old right now will have AI ved _one ibird of that time. The life
time of one. individual and. the lifei,imeOf` One good idea can make a
a ignifihant imp'aot on what 'our country is going to look like. I think
that we have more ,;esponsibilities.4than molt generatkons fo make an im

e . ' print on the future:of our countrY.and yhht sort of a legacy we leave'
for our Children and 'their :children. Wd are. living in an espeoially 1

fent moving era, and rural devtlopment ie a dynahic phenomenon of modern,7
any-6hange., ,Let 1 a shape Our rural °mewls wisely and 'leave them to, our
c10.3.dren- fn goo4, shape. . -

\
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-FINANCIA.L RESOURCES FOR RURAL DiVELOPMENT..

.. . The rotillarks.cf GOverAor Holshouuer and'gohn Whisman on Sunday

h' evening had really set the stage for .the4f011oWing discussion'orthe '-

. partnership of federal, state, anVlinargoVernment in getting the-

job done in,rural development. This partnership puts things together.

, and instead of decisions tcoming fromthe top 'to the bottom, the part-

,
nershjp reverses the process ancf ideal inputs have impacts on'deci,aons,'

made at the federal level.. Local public investment strategies.coupled.

°with private capital can make-this work. As,a point of departure for
the.workshop reference was, made to a Policy Statement .oh RuralTevelop-.

lk ment'prepared for a senate sub-committee (chaired.by Senator,,Humphrey)

-by the,CouncilTor Agricultural Science and Technolobn at th6rIowa

%,ttate University. ,..t. ,

,,?
-

''' t tr . , . ,\- . , 0

...% ,'4,&.J012..D/Ditind spoke from the Feder level stating,his role as one
.9f leadership, cobriiination, education End' research. 'He further noted

that the RITil DevelopMeht Service was a%Washington based serv4.ce agency

which acts as a coordinating division wfth the 'Farmers Home Administration
carrying out the programs of the Rural Development ACt., ,

,-
. .

,
\

.

,
The mechanics of dealing with the various fedetial agenCies in the

70 programs adhinistered by the Departient of Akricul,ture were explained

%-''' _with a special mention of;thp researcharm,of the agency, This is,t,.1

.
,

developing.coMputer models for'the purpose of providi ng resources such
..,

an socio- economic and other datp. for a specific location or project any-0 J- 'f,
where in. the country for. anyone rewesting assistanoe intlocating& site

t
.

in which 'to invest Private, capital.- - - ,
51:

.
. .

Evans also pointed out the existing gaps in variohn federal*-programs.
He cited as an example the Coliummity Development Act innonrmetro areas_...

.Where commUnities with a popuiatIOn,of 20,,000 to 50,0ms coulenof qualify
for assistance under the communi_ty Deidlopment Act ndr could hey-parti-
apate in programs administered by the Farmers' Home Administration. He .

...

further indicated that the Rural Development Service would work with .

other. federal Agencies to oome to some agTeementso thdt every community
would 'be able to apply for federals.assistan' ,'

, . ..

.

assistance.
1.

...,

.. ,James Craig, speaking frqp the.state'leve11 said )e was the closest

by

Ted Parker
O

/ ,
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marOo the firing line. He went on to explain th9.-t the Farmers Ho

Administration in an action agency and not a planning agericy. Each

0,0tInty is understaffed and' it is difficult to delivaren adequate t

program. However, state agencies have given manpoww'assistence and
the program'hae, not lagged too far behihd. affiriallUxas made to the

number of programs administered by the DepartMent of Agriculture under
the Rural Development Act of 19.72 and4tepe was,expressed that more-

:staff at be made available s the Rural DeveloPment Act is imple--

. mehted. .

r Craig traced the Farmers Home AdMinistration Program from the '

late thirties through the forties when the program focused strictly on
farmers a nd low income-rural people in building homes, and supplying

operating and farm Loans. In the fifties, the Administration expanded
into multiple unit housing in rural areas: During the sixties, it ,

legan4to.fund water facilities prograMs. These rural water systems

.had ti 1 design criteria and tight money limitations'and caused many

ems. For example,, the rural water coMpany would obtain the necess-
ary.numbex of subscribers to generate the revenue needed fqrmeeting

,
the loan,payments and installing the system. Within several years the

pystem wae"obsolete or inadequate because of the development that had

., .occurred after the system was installed. The design criteria and

4riso
f money limitation has been reviewed inrrecent years to allow more

-4:,,,
lialbility and "provide a mare suitable system.

.._,

.
Craig then cited the massive authority given to Farmers Home

/ - ' Administration in -the Rural Development Act of 1972. They can give

,

v
.,

finahci.4assistance for-the construction of water and sewer facilities,

solid was landfill63 municipal facilities, hospitals, schools, re- , .'

../

.

creation areast_day care centers; curbs and gutters, and can even
develop industrial sites. This certainly is a long list of activities
and programs that they never dreamed they would have to administer.

1 ,e

J.D. Foust explained his role in the Office.-6f Intergovernmental
Relations' which piovides the'servces side of government. The primary

funCtign,is to work with local state and federalgovernment to get 'the
resources into North Carolirta to meet the needs of local.government.
In other words, to seer that North Carolina gets its fair share of

Federal funds.
,

..

The Office of Intergovernmental Relations ie'divided into three

dimensions: ,

1. LoCal and Regional Planning 0

2. Management and Analysis
3. Division of Programs

t,.*A4 /
These divisions coordinate the state's programs with those"of

and-local'programs. They are charged with the resbonsibility
tointerpret the needs-of the state and get-financial resources.of

1Ati,opa programs to meet those needs. There is a partnership in.

4forth Carolina; it.iethe 17 regional organiattiOne: There are 450
,,;municipalities and 100 counties iriNorth Carainatend it is easier to

r 27
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relate to the,17 regionalit..organizationu. Ilt enables the state to re-

spon4 to priorities cloueido the people. The regional agencies come

.
in with trojecte based on local neeau and local decisions,

Funding resources for the regional councils are Appalachian

Regional Commission, Coastal PlainsvCommisoion, the Department of

Houiing and Urban Development non-metropolitan "701!c funds, and the.

Economfc Development Administration. There is a good"working relation-`

'whip and coordination between the regional councilu and thesejederal

*4Nnoies. The regional.counOilsi, the state, and the federal agencies

must start out together: We look at priorities, if ETA can put in some

money to match local monies a project package is oubmitted'io get the

most mileage out of the federal dollars. This han,for example, helped
with.the establishment of state ana neighborhood parks.

Some of the things that have been demonstrated successfully in
orth Carolina with seed money in certain areas has resulted in the
statewide expansion of the program. A perfect example of this is the

,ARC funding of two health projects in western North Carolina. The

success of these clinics convinced Governor Holshouser to emiand,this

program statewide.

The staff of the Offioe of Intergovernmental Relation° ausiutee

local communities 'in preparing housing asoiutance applications under the

Community Development Act. There fs,a shortage of funds to build Cr'

remodel, houses because of economic conditiond and it is hoped that four

million dollars will be made available through these efforts.

Ted Parker injected that North Carolina was unique in that the ,

State agency administrated the total prograi for the 17 region c ils.

-South Carolina, on the other hand)hai ten regi districts t'only ne

in the Appalachian region.

O
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.tate Planning and Management Assistance'
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e I ,

. by

)

Billy ay Hall

k

The need for rur 'planning assistance from whatever acurces`has'

recently been accentuat d by three developments: 1) Federal initiatives .

in the form of general evenue sharing sand Community _Development Block '
.11. Grants; 2) State activity in Such.areas as land use, notably the Coastal

Area Management Act, and other, programs which deal specifically with
local units of government; and 3) Private development -- the last ten
years have seen an unprepedepted economic growth and a significant Change.
in sooiali economic and growth patterns. The need for -Affective plan-

ning,in these areas reqUires that we, as professionalsOeek effective
mechanisms to accomplish those ends.

.

.
'In the DepartmerittNatural and Economic Resources we are con-

cerned with environmental protection, economic development, and combined
assistance to specific local government unita.'Iri our divisions we handle
problems such as environmental management, resource planning and 'evaluation,

economic development, and community assistance. It is in this last division,

of which I anr-bureau chief, that we parallel manyof the councils of
governments' sections whiChhave been outlined earlier this afternoon in-
cluding recreation assistance, economic development, law enforcement

.-assistance, administration, and local planning and management assistance.
The locaryflaiiing and management. section, begun around eighteen years

Ago,. is one I'd like to focus on in my diacussion. It was, formed primarily

as a response to local planning problems and the need for drawing together,

planners when and where itmight be economically infeasible tohire them
on,a local government level. Throughout the history of the program it has
been geared toward contracted studies that could be printed, bound Sild

.sent out. The primary results of'that activity 'were in getting something

in the mail and an, evaluation of that'particular,d0cument. 'Ouesection.
has taken a, decided turn in the lasi%.eighteen months and I like to think
of our direction now in three areas sine is to respond to local problems
and needs,.secon to gather input from the local level and third, to make
it felt in state agencies and policymaking. The scope of our program Can
be seen from the fact that in the current year we are,serving 96 communities.
In the areas of which we have just discussed we're nerving 30 localities
and in the implementation of the Coastal Area Managehent Act in the. east,
we're helping 20 countries and municipali4ee.

As mush as we ate a state agency. we have an advantageous input
into atatepolicymaking in thespecilio areas we deal with - -housing, land
use, and management. In, the areofmanagement assistanoe we.have tried
to respond to HUD's push for expansion of,these services to local' govern-
ments. Management end organizational development projects are-of primary

1116
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importance to local governments nomatter what size, rural etlirban,

.-and examples of these are provided by people in our division. to the

units with- which ate work. -We seek two forms ,of expertise in; tile primary

planners in-ouroprogram -- that relative to the details and requirements

.bf planning and:that:related to lealing with local governments. For

this work we are funded in a number of ways -- from federal sources such

as Housing and Urban Development "701!' funds; funds,from the legislature,

and funding for.:special project.a.-

-, Our basio philosophy in providing planning'services is to pro-

vide community assistance in such:a way that communities solve their

own problems with planning staff capabilities neLr.to the problems.

Many of the same type problems are experienced in,rural areas

as are in urban' areas. Often you hear leaders in this country referrjIng

to the needs for planning, management, and other activities related

to developmbnt of an Brea being so great in urban areas and° large cities or

metropolitan -Complexes. These' urban areas usually have the staff

capabiltties to study, analyze, and make recommendations for various

solutions of problems.

Usually d.ri rural communities; the problems relating to growth and

development havego4en to the stage where planners are called in to help

implement piethMeal approaches; rather than being involved in continuing,

long-range planning approaches that interrelafe.all problems associated

With growth and change. .

Allital'eOmmunitiep ugually'do not have monied or dedication to

the planning)process to employ full-time planning staffs. Therefore;.

through regional councils of local, governments, regional planning com-

missionsrand state planning agencies, such as the North Carolina Division

of ComMunity Assistance, these smaller communities can maintain a com-

prehensive continuing planning program at an economical cost and will

certainly reap.bikiefits when 'in thedUture they are not always reatting,

to crises, but prdparipg for them.

30
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al Planning Districts: The Functional Approach

by

TudleYOnderdonk.
t,

Many State and Federalegencies are fazed with alIdcating
resources (monetary, physical, human) over spat : Such a distrihtuion
,of resources iflio separate administrative units is termed a regionali-

/zation. The of .Illinois for examplei hatiamandate from the
Governor to establish a uniform set of State planning.and administrative
regions to be utilized by all State departments.' The Illinois Depart- '

Ment of Local Government Affairs has surveyed regional planning directors
in an attempt to,establish criteria for.regional'boundaries. The survey
results are unclear, but economic factors and homogeneity are believed
to be the most important factors. Although the homogenous region may be
of use to the water resources planner; thefUnctional region defined by

"social and economic flows to a common center
!serves

as a more efficient
approach to regional planning.

Despite the suggestions_of many regional scientists and econo-
mists,. few of the regionalization: pro osed thus far observe one simple
&concept.- The city and countryside have interdependent future. The
ol dichotomy between rural and-uXban no longer meaningful. Large
por`trons of the rural countryside will ecome part of.the urban core while
the_remainder is and will continue to e dominated. by the city. Our nets
works of transportation, communicate economicand social systems are
dominated by an urban based mechama m through which these function

(13

are.
carried out. Our cities will continue to grow and be the mediator of
their regional eConomy. As urban -rural interdependency increases,,tech-
nological change in rural areas will also .have a profound effect on the
central city. Rather than attack the-Symptoms of our problems we can
concentrate on the conditions that will maximize the economic and social
welfare within aregiOnal syste .27' Essential to this point of"view is
the functional region.

In order to-shape pblicies and-plans for an area weneed to
understand the functional structure of the region and formalize..the exist-
ing-structure into administrative areas. If regional planners hope:to.,
direct regional growth, the relationship between cities and the surrouhdi
countryside should be-examined. The city 1.6 the focus of modern life.
Our roprocesses of spatial organization, have concentrated a tremendous am
of resources into urban centers whiatIrovideservices, a concentrated
labor force, and the etternal economies needed to support future owth 3
Central,Place studies showthat legions are organized around foci.
Christaller.suggests that the town is a center or focus of a regional
community and the mediator of that community's commerce.5 Central pl es.

are .important because they:provide. essential goods and services for tie
surrounding land, while. at the same time, the surrounding land provid.=
.clients for the-central place.6 Thusi central plaoesinteraot with
dominate their hinterlands. N
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. Planning regions should conform to the already ex sting
Xunctiopal integration between urban "cdres" and their hin erlana.
-Atfithe Present time many regions are "a'jungle of obsolet= cries-cross.1-

rjng; overlapping agency districts whibh hinder or even b .ck the efforts

0 '

,

'Stet@ and local to plan and work together. In Ohio alone,
there are366 different State agency service districts hose-iack,of
c)ordination Costs taxpayers time, efforts;, and, money. state adminis-

.trators have proposed functional regions centered aro d urban areas where
local, State and federal officials can coordinate the efforts in solving
problems, The 'Ohio Department Of Development suggest that such planning
and service regions will upgrade governmental servic-: and provide these -

. kinds of 'benefits: (1) State and Federal services w'11 be more,available
and responsive to local needs. (2) The new,regions ill enable separate
counties to participate as a unit and thus fabilitat Communication, and the.,
flow of Feder'al funds into the areal. while atthe s. e time eliminating
the confusion and waste caused by the present sprawl of agency districts.
-.(3).The urban centers will provide' greater accessibi ity to State Govern-
ment and serve as data gathering and planning centers. And finally, -.

(4) Urban centered regions will ,provide .a. means for pooling limigied re-
sources SR-1i communities with common problems.8 AlthoUgh some f the
,above claime appear overly optimistic, one can say tha4 administative
efficiency could be increased by a functional orgarii,zatiou of major govern -
mental services: Christaller realized this - he suggested adMinistra iye
regioris based upon the separation of functional regions for purposes' f
distifiction and growth in the regional metropolitan centers.9 Such echange' ti
in regiohal.policy requires a collaboration of goirernment administrators
and a'basic change,iA the clear-cut adminiStrative control.

- ,.
Functional regions have more to offer the Planner than adminis-

trative donVenience. %As Ile emerging Attern of the U.S. economy enters' -

the "suburban-phase," the,conditions for controlling growth would be en-
hance& by strengthening the links between the metropolis and all the commun-
ities within its economic reach.1°, &

, ,

'7-. '' .

)
%

0 Future.urban growth in the U.S. will represent a significant

) expan on.of the existingalotrbpoIitan areas. As Downs states, "Peripheral
sprawl ill undoubtedlybe the dominant form-of urban growth throughout'
the U.S. "11,- Friedmann and Miller foresee "ainew scale of urban living

. that will extend'far beyond the exiting meiropolitan cores and penetrate
. .

deeply into the periphery."12 FUrthermore, the existing metropolitan`
.

,- area contain aliowerful set of interlocking institutions from which few
individuals or industries oanbreak away. Thus, despite a continually
expanding urban field, the established pities will Aotinue to provide
the framework for virtually all of the nation's population growth..13 Picard
expects the present pattern to continue and anticipates that, "the lion's

.
share..of- new communities would occur in ur an regions or near the greatest
metropolitan,*areas.°14 t

'"--..v
.

, .

Inherent in the above concepts is an economically expanding,
dynamic urban core which will lend increasing social and economic support,
to the surrounding region., The metropblitad, oore organizes the regional
econoMycTt provides the dominant busixess-link with the rest of the 0 ,.
United States and woad through its high -order financial, professional

*
and cultural establAshinents lkliddition, economic growth takes place

f
0. ,4
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in a matrix of urban centered .regions through which the space-economy
is organized. - Berry states :, ,

. . i-

, Cities organize the-'"rip ce-economy. They are.centern of
activity and i "Vati , focal points of the transport
and co 'cat ns ne works, locations of superior access-
ibilitmlniy' t whi h fir7 can most easily reap scale econ es

.and industrial complexes can obtain the eoonomies'of
localization d urbanization.. They encourage labor pecialt-

ization in pro uct4re activities and efficiency in the,
provision of ervices.1°

Not.only doe the metropolitan core Troy* an effici nt
economic center, but i is also the prime importer.of culture d tech-
nology. Innovations liter down the urban hierarchy and spre out into
the'urban fields of e adopting centers.17 These* innovation make the
region more cosmopol tan and economically viable. The urban core'i6a
dynamic center of a tion which brings social and economic benefits to
the people of its egion,

Some tudents oec ono c development suggest t t since the
urban core org zes the economy and generates innovatio s, it is the
,center through which change,caft.be brought into the re on.18 This

.

"growth_cen*' strategy suggets -that the spatial st cture.of a develop- -.
ing, ecbnomyAan be structured around urban centers. C ntinued urban-indus-
trig: expension in the.major central, cities should 1 ad to catalytic ii-.

,pacts on the surrounding region. Growth impulses d economic advance
ment should spread out to the smaller placen-ancr"illtimately infuse dyna-
mism into even the most trAdition-bound peripheries."19 Several mech. 'Stu
have)been suggested...by which economic and social development is trans ted

from the growth center to the area surrounding it..20 Hiruchman.argu-c
that benefits may trickle.down to the hinterland as investments and pur-
chasesfrom the growth center increase.21 At the same time, Myrdal sug-

-gests that spread, effects (sibilar to trickle. down) from the core, suoh
as increased outlets for the hinterland's agricultural products and raw
materials, coupled witii.;the diffusion of technical innovations may aid
in`the periphery's deveropment.22

re recent researchers argue that development originates in
"cents of change" located at the points of"highest )otential interaction -'
within a communications .field.They believe that city andregionalgrowth
depends upon the.communication and,resuIting adoption of innovations./

' 'Meier, Berry and Friedmann suggest :that the'adoption-diffusion growth
process can focus on urban areas which are centers of-change. Berry adds
that .innovations are diffused down,the,u;j9a6 hierarchy while they
taxieously spread within the .urban fields of each adoitirifcenter.23
Friedmann views development as a process that proceeds in ahierarchial
system of dependent relationships established around a dominant center.24
Such relations have led Friedmann to advocate that "the planning function -

should-extend across the entire area dominated by the central 0.tYX

A region can be defined as the set of spatial-points for which
v3, the intensity of interaction is stronger than with any.other spatiS1 points.26

.
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In the.UnitedStates, urban centers aro the focus of-soctal and economi'o

interaction. Tho .tntonaIty of interaotion is greatest in the city and

falls off with distance .away from it. Therefore the space econoMY in

already struottired into, regions of interaotion which foous upon urban'

oentero. Mope than 96 percent of the U.S. populatioriliven withi,h the

boundaries of urban7centered'oommuting fields.2,7 'Many of thene.peOple

haye daily interaotion with others at or near the urbanoore. Conse -'

quentlY, the metropolis oan be thought of as 'the capital of*its surround-

ing region.- Individualp.swand institutions loCated in the center penetrate

andorpnize-the surrounding land, Flats of goods, services and 'infor-

mation from the region foous uponrEae metropolitan core.2 While study-

ing the extent of urban influence in Iowa, Kaxl Fox delineated functional

economic areas. He suggested that such areasbeccme independent socio-

conomic,units: Fox states, "This s'rategio ocncept would provide a new

fr ework for economic planning and political decision-making; it'would

p clearer focus for the labor market andoemployment services; and,

) wiaild permit the development of eoonomio stabilizatiOn4policips whioh 4

reoognize regional difference."29

French regional planners have usedthe functional concept in

an ,effort to check the gowth of congested conditions in Paris and ha44:4

attempted to 'stimulate growth in the..regional metropolitan centers. Such

a-change in regional policy requires the collaboration of goverhment

"administralors and abasio change in the traditional geographic boundaries.

In anqter to this challenge, planners have 'delineated polarized regions

' which are defined as the "set of neighboring towns exchanging more with
r

the regional metropolis than -:with other oities of the same order in the

nation."34 This concept was. later expanded"to include al,high order urban

oenter in. a heterogeneous spade whose different parts complement and support

one another:31 Today, French prograMMing regions, both administrative and

planning" t are designed to reproduce pelariied regions "because the maximum

eficiendy in
on

regional programming is linked with the maximum interoonneo-

ti of egional flo06:"32 .

I

4

ARregionalization based.upon urban centered regiond'provides.an

ternativd arrangement dfkallocating existing areas into functional regions.

fficient regional planning ia enhanced with the "maximum.closur "-of

ocio-economic interaotion within a polarized region. If pe e's 'ci

or goods, services and information reflect their primary loyalties

then functional regions fani ooherent &real units and. oommunities o axed

interest. .

if
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MANAGEMENT AND .'TECHNICAL' ASSISTANCE FOR RURAL AREAS

R. Douglas Taylor

41t

. : I-
.

z, /'
This conference is related to rural areas, rural and'area wide

development and the like. Speaking to this point, there are pnumbet.

of ways,..in which rural are can receive assistance in their planning,.
_

management, and other technical assistance needs. Whether you're speak-' -

ing.of "rural" as-small cities, counties) special districts or any non -

metro area there is a mechanism by which those planning.needs can'be met;

In our discuseia4 this afternoon we will be able ta investigate
the practice and theoxii behind planning sources available to rural areas.
In broad terms local and regional planning may be regarded as a means for

a systematically anticipating and achieving,adjustment in our physical en-

vironment. It is designed to"fuffiI1 local objectives of social, eco-

nomic and physical well-being, considering both immediate needs and those ..)

of the fareseeable,future. Our roles v. planners are to assist decision, _

maXere in developing accurate - and sufficient data about their environ-

.ment 'and from thid data tO'euggest,mechanisms which will accomplish these
social, economic, and physical objectives:

In thissseminar we ere.particularly interested in the physical,

planning and managettint assistance aspects as sei'vices to rural areas.

.
With regard to manageient assistance, in many areas of-the country the
"'roving manager" or Circuit rider technique has been used with success.
For example, in, the management advice area several small towns or 'districts
may go together to fund a,single-manager position to serve their jurisdic-

s, tions. In some states the impetus for this service has come-from university
planning departments, from state municipal associations, from state depart-*

4
ments of community assistance or froM cauncils of governments. The concept

has also received, encouragement and support.fram the International City

ManagersAssocialion -= the professional governmental management organize-
\ tion. Whether the actual service lends itself to direct,' day-to-day

management duties,. or provides management consulting on an as-needed basis
Concept and practice is a valid one. The applicationof this "shared
vidual'!' is also easily.seen in-:o therfunctionalareas such s building

.,...._,, inspections and engineering.

. st

_Options for rural areas to receive_ planning assistance ar available
though multi-county planning associations suChas regional counci 'of

s Itabts, state planning departments (in North Carolina, the Diyis on ,.tm4-.%gov ents, whether for specific,. one time, or continuing assistan ,

con
Of CoMmunity Assistance)- -6r provision of their own full-tithe staff. 0 her

speakers on the panel will illustrate additional avenues of-planning ai
ricluding contractual arrangements with the 'state or local` agencies.

,

. ...

- .. "Til y
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,
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The grant auditeahmical assistance aspect's of the council ofil'gcri rn-

ments, pl activitieb cover the entire range of planning needs, and

oonist, prim 'ly of advice, review, and the preparation of grant applica-

tions. For ex le, in the preparation of planning ordinances the staff

advisee' member governments of possible approacheq to the problems they're

attempting to solvit. Sometimerrthislmay also involve substantial assistance

in the preparation of grant applications as with recreation Projects. As

such the grant and technical,asssistance is a continiling day4o-day/Service

that is only limited by our Overall in-house workload and the ur ncy. of

one community's need over ahOther's.. Generally,these projects e handled

as they are requested On a priority or need basis..

4 The special local planning adgistance element is a 'specific response

t9 special problems and needs in, the regionof local government units that

d'esi.re quality planning, but lack the resources for a full-time planning

staff. These heeds might involve a short -term project,''or a project con-,

'''tinuing need for individual planning assistance. 'The development of this

aspect of .the council of governments' planning program-camecabout as a

result of two member counties' requests for a contractual arrangement to

provide the services of-a planner on a part-time basis. On investigation

we-were able to establish that certain municipalities in those counties

could also use a less than full-time planner and the-program began. The

nature of this service, paid for entirely by"those units it serves, is to

provide a flexible method of serving special local planning needs identi-

fied by the local government which are over and above the work encompassed

t , by the grant'-and technical planning assistance.

.
Special local planning assistance encompasses basically two work

individual projects.assistance, for example, if a county wanted

to have axedithentatidn ordinance prepared or, as has been experienced

recen'tly? requests to complete-applications for Communi* Veveloment'Blobk

Grants. The second level involves continuing planning duties such as.staff

and realiarch assistance to the unit's planning board, or being- on site' in

that town or county for two, or three days each week for whatever'planning

activities they desire.
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Regional Planning and Technioal Assistance.'

by

ILDXBlacswell
,\ .,

,

\ , s ,r-,
A.nuR pr oft options have already been outlined with respect to

.
rural ateap'.. II wouId,,like,tospeak to those associated with A regional
council of governments, and spepifically as North Carolina MUlti-COunty
Planning Region \E has approached' them. The planning program is conducted
by the Planning and ManagethIni Division of the:Mestern piedmont' Council

h,,\,.of Governments (WPCOG) and adalswit three prithagy activities:' regional
planning coordination, grant andltechni al assistance, and special local
planning/assistance. These'are for the most part 'a result of a Obat
emphasis on "services -oriented",$rograms-by -the WPCOG. Originally, the
WPCOG was-involved in more regionally-based activities su as general --,

land use, open space, and water and sewer studies, and..." JA, time these440b
'were necessary togualify for ceXtifidation as an eligible' agency for
certainjederal.grant programs. Since the program emphasis of certain
federal agencies, primarily the Departme4 of Housing and Urban Develop-.
ment ( HUD), is nowmoke management or servicies-,orien.Old, the Tole has
changed; It must always be remembered thajt in,did*cussing "regionkl"!'

.,\ ,. ilroblems you are taking the individual problems of 'cities and counties\
,:, "....., and finding bommonalities. TheSe then become lmdwn as Volegichal" even

\though they are a collection of individual problems. The individual
'planning problems must be faced in conjunction With regional,probleths if
real success is to be expected. .

. .

. .
..

'North Carolina is a state of 5.1 million people in over 470 in- /

/
'

corporaied municipalities, ana.itd average land use density is twice to t '

of the national average, partly because the people of North Carolina prefer
living in smaller towns. In Region E.fhe majority of towns have p9p a-

tions under 10,000. This presents special planniing prAlems to te be-
cause they have genuine problems but many times cannot afford' thei own'
staff to meet theR. In Region E, the council of governments help fill
that role by providing planning assistance and personnel to the counties
and municipalities on a_part-time baths. As both a local aid regional
resource we have an advantage over other 'planning sources since:

,. 1. All governmental nnits.are voluntary members; .

2.- Regionally-based-planning has the perspective of both
local and area wide needs;

3. ,The-staff is based locally amd is always available for
follOw-up or consultation; , - ,

4. ' The program provides the benefit of- sharing intergovern-
mental examples _regarding common_ planni.ng problems, and
the combineCres_gurces of the council of aoyernments .-
rather. tharz-jtisi'',the services of a single planner.

Yg"

elnthese instances there is an opportunity tOhelp-,shape good Planning

practices-for the region.
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LoceJ. Governmental. Management Assistance-
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by

Terry A. Henderson
.

.
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I

The concept of the "circuit rider" is an Old one and one which
has enjoyed considerable popularity in this country,in the past. Stories
of circuit riding-preachers, judges, and hangmen are le ndary. .The idea
is based on sharing a scarce commodity or service among veral communities,

and as has already been applied to managerial assistance amo ii group, of

communities. $

In recent years local governments Have come to recognize the im-
portance of a professional management approach tgethe.broad mix of ty

and county services. With the increased interest. in managerial ertise
some small units of government find that they have needQof,the .`services

but cannot,fund a professional position alone. The .pircumstanbas are then

right for a shardd person such as a circuit rider.,

The key to planning and the'provision of planning services is flexi-
bility. InlIegion.Eywe have competentoprofessional local goverriment
managers,in most of the communities. In the smallest units they prefer
to utilize clerical help to manage the accounting and bookkeeping df
services. With,these two things in mind the WPCOG approaches management

assis ce in alittle different way; however, the goal is the same

that of proving local govericnent capability, and.productivity.til

Governmen
in p
ixo4i

1973,.the WPCOG added a position descriptively titled "Lotpal,'
Aide" designed ,to assist those, local governments' without managers
$ ,

aaN.administrative problem area6. For those with, mangers the
wouittbd an added feature to what is toe-efteeii small research/

resource, staff. I general, the program is. structured in a problem-solving

-manne_Whd,
l

is oriented toward helping individual units with-specifie,prob-
ems to.groups with a common need. Areas of activity include finahce;

accounting, legislation, public administrealdn, personnel, organizational
development, ilprgovernmental,services,,,and general research. Specific

projects in which localLfernments have betn aided are personnel and pay
plan review, recruitment 4. new managers, documenting procedures-in emer7 .

gency medical services prcigrams; study of a unit's investments of idle cash,assistance in.i.projointckng an annual report; research in local p joi

,purchasing, reorganizing office policies and physical layout. e

.
. ,

.
The management assis-phnce prygramwhidh the WPCOG ope rates is on

a,request basis both for spes,ific projects and general information and no.
extra charge la made for thelservices above Mie annual dues-paid by\the

member gevernment. Projectu_of a long durationawould rIqUire disOussion
as to pr'Ority and the need for additional funding. --Ve feel -the-advantages

of the progr rural)aream Are:
P .

.

. ...

. '.'

re',
Utilizin;ileXibiitOmeet .

the, needs of local gOvernmente
...,,,,, with'or without managers; .

,
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2. Providing managerial.expertise in.a problem-solving
orientation; and_ -- .

,

3. Sharinga position among all council of governments' members
on request at no extra charge.

, 4

Local Assistance Planning

by-

Kenneth K. Kulp

.

As someone -who has s-Worked-iri the special local planning assistance

.program, I can vouch for the importance-to a local goverment of the plan..

ning services which have been outlined. One of the benefits experienced

in the program is the uniformity and continuity of,service provided. For
example, each special local planner reports to a unit for certain days

each week -Co work on specified continuipg projects; howeiier, this schedule ,

ieritla. itself to working on other proSectsas they come up. ,The contractual-
,arrangement'between the council of governments.and the local government

.
p ovides-a community with a_ comprehensive planning service, not just a
planning person.

, - Some of thegefteral work involved with the position is ,gathering-
.

,

planning and,engineering data, preparing special reports, general meeting
presentations aglecessary public contabte, preparing studies-oCresearch
on iteMs'euch as landuse, recreation, community facilitieqzpopulation

an<the like. A-.planner in this, category will also find himself' involved
with helpink a community set priorities and target dates fOr projects and
preparing administrative and regulat9ry Measures for review and adoption

by.the, governing body. Specifically, in those units with which'Ihave
worked, the staff has' attempted to solve problems such as subdivisiOn and

o zoning revision, flood plain-mapping, capital improvements budgeting,

d. staffingthe planning board, recreation planning and a 1-lost of localized

pi:Smling projects.
, .

'
In summary, the advantages.to.tha program arevthe-ability of the

localkgovernment-to share in the coat And time of a compete-lit planner, '

the strengthening of local planning input,into the regional effort, and
the ability othe'camminity-tOshare more fully in the experience and
activities of other regional communities With similar'Probiems.

:
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Part II
CASE STUDIES OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT gND'cliA4GE

INTRODUCTION
.N

4 .Although we are frequently led to believe, in the in-
,

herent stability of small towns and rural areas this is
increasingly a conditiOn characterizing,the past rather'
than the ,pre ent-. Rural America is in any 'of its parts
.experiencing turmoil ofChange previou ly confined to
our larger ur an centers. The pressure of urban growth
is resulting n."Wall to wall housing, with' woods and
.fields aestr yed, mountains closed, off by no trespassing
signs, and p cture windows gazing but at other eicture
windows that stare back," as is related by Theodore K.
Noss in his conference paper or! the impact,of urb nization:
in rural Appalachia. One facet of this urban ez ansion is
the increasing choice of the mobile home whiCh ppear in
.the seventies tohave won out over the prefabricated house
In the battle for the" low inco e family's housing dollar.
The character and impact o i contemporary trend in
rural areas.is assessed by Enni Ches'tang.

What might be the iMpact on ural areas of -the .increas-'
ing expansion of our leisure time, our per capita Idealth
and our spatial mobility? One obvious result is the sky-
rocketing 'usage of rural open space for recreational p'Ur-
poses. Rural'environMents as'well as communities are
affected. Developing the techniques for assessing this,
phenomenon is the. Subject ,pt Robert Hogan's paper; Gran-

/villa Liles, -- Superintendent of the -Blue Ridge Parkway;
-pscusses the problems of manag-Ing rural recreational/
environments; and John Shore details the' state response,'
to the need for protecting,_presexving, and insuring the

, orderly developtent of rural areas in. coastal North Carol -
ina.

An even more serious questibn relates to the effect on
rural areas of our dwindling nonrenewable energy'resourbes.
John Thomas suggests .that part of the answer can be pro-:
Vided by deemphasizing automobile use in favor of the bi-
cycle, and Adams and Kubiak elaborate on their results of
a federally,ponsored study.on the rural,impacepf coal
strip mining. So while coal is expected to provide:an-in-

. creasing share of our fuel needs it'is rural'America,
whether Appalachia .or the lesternoPlaing.i which are most
negatively impacted., TheJfesulAgaEust be4extraordinary
federal attention. to long rangaVEral land

426
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Urban Pressure in Swannanoa Valley,

by

Theodore K. NOBS

SwannarioaValley is a narrow plain with an elevation of about
, .

two thousand feet surrounded.by-mountains that tower above it. To the
west is. Beaucatcher Mountain lying within the city limits of Asheville.
Up a slight rise to the east is Swann'anoapap at. Eastern `Continental
Divider beyond which the land falls away to Oldlort and eventually,
down'to the North Carolina plains. The Valley floor ,extends eighteen

. miles in length, and varies from one mile to s4iniies,in width. There,
are many coves, some%of them spacious,-that-penetrate the rugged moun-
tains on both sides abounding with, streams and/ fine springs. The. srdall

Swannanoa-n-verifati headwaters on the eastern edge 'of the Valley-collects
these streams as it meanders to the Frenchtroad River in theSouthwest:

In this study the terms "Airkan," "rural," andl;SUburban" are used
in a general sense, rather thariaslimited by the census. The western
end of the Valley,. within the city limits,of Asheville: is, chiefly urban
in activities and in point of view. The -central portion of the Valley,
including- the village of Swannanoa, well could be called '6uburbant with
commuter homes and a largely non-agricultural emphasis, ,notwithstanding
someTarming in 'this area. "Rural, or non -city, -life is found 'in some of
the coves and, perhaps, in'parts of, the eastern, or Black,Mountain, sec-.
tion. In general, as population increases near the expanding. city! the.
emphasis changes from rural to `suburban; to urban. How far along this
road Swannanoa Valley-travels depends on tile future, but it, is on its

/ way. -

Human habitations can be traced back' over' eight thousand years.,
little is known about these aborigines, but thpyhaye beenancest*s
of the present Cherokees. White settlement began in the late eighteenth
century. In the following years ore settlers came to hiild cabins, clOar
land, and develop fdrms. AgriadlturallY'self-sustaining settlements I

dominated the area from-1785 ,to 1882. laming, sup demented by abund t

timber and wild game meant plenty of supplies hummer and winter, while
highly prizedguns and hunting dogs added zest to the chores of farmyork.

4-,

The war Between the4tates in the' early 1860ts brought co 'lot
and anguish. Some* men enlisted with the North; .flthtara with the South;
,and it-is said that many never returned. Many farms, neglected during
the. war years, continued to be neglected after,the war. because of a
shortage of men. There was, hoWbVer,..a.slow agricultural revival in'the
1870Js until the railroad came-through the Valley.

f

. This railroad, planned for forty years,..and under intermittent
construction for over twenty, entered a long tunnel through the crest

k
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of Swannanoa Gip and
and' passenger train

-.. 1882, tile basic ,e

Many men again
They operated'
road tr Cis
to 192 22
_alone
comm c

. /
.

. Passenger trains br ught bummer visitors who came to enjoy cool
ni a-relaXbd social ii- 0 and'awe-Anspiring mountains that changed
sin pearance from day to' and even hour to hour. Accor to the
au tom of 'the .dayl.manyiieserved quarters for the season im resort -

h tels or boarding hoUee arriving and departing by passe train, and
et at the station br b gy br surrey. Some arreaged to have cabins, or,
camps," built,- often ple 'affairs on locust posts, to which they and

i heir-belonging0 were

tiro

e down through the Valley. When regular':
made their runs between the East.and Asheville in
only ofSwanrianoa Valley shifted away from agriculture.

ft their fields, this time not for war. but for'lumbering.
/table saw mills, cut trees, and built access spur rail-

rst into. the coves and then up thd.mountains. Fram'1882
million board feet of lumber were dipped from Black Mountain

n all the accessible virgin forests were exhaust& around 1925,
lumbering sharply declined.

With thg fadf
faCed a bleakproSpeo
sufficient farming,
truy, usually meant
used, often eroded;
fully recorded s

kers who had teCeiv

zyi:Tght by wagail from the station.

of the limber industry many perManent residents.
of living-ortheir deteriorated farms. Self-'

oth necessary. and satisfying in the nineteenth cen-
overty in the-twentieth. The soild had beenOleavily

and those ingenious deiiices for "make-do," socare-
udents of Appalachian history, did not appeal towbr-
d regular wages and learned.to depend on retail stores.

Just at, fthi !time;'1925, Beacon Manufacturing boMbany entered.
the /alley, set up a blanket factory in Swaririanba village, and eventually '

--:employed 2,000 vior ere.' Many people could ribow live in their 'own rural
.

homes, have a regu ar income, and supplement it, if 'they wanted to , by
part-Aime farming d animal husband*. SUbsequently a. dozen other 4*
smaller indust4es haVe,located in the Valley to employ local 14tor.

This s t from agriaultureobegun in 1882, is, continuing to this,
dar.11 In Black untain only two percent of all"workers'liated in the
1970-Cen, ere- managers and farmers,, one percent as ,farm laborers.
In'%afthanoa.Tmiiiship and in Asheville'the percentages were even less.
There is, however',--a good deal of part-time farming,' but the volume may
be too shall fot commercial .profit.

Low incomes and poverty are still present. TWerity-two percent of
families in

.

the eastern end of the Valley, Black Mountain Township,
jihad incomes of-less than $5,000 a year in 1970, and 24 Percent of thOse
in the central Section, SWanhanoa Township. had similar incomes; in thd

:western third, a..part-of the city-of Asheville, the total for the city
was 28percent. .Many poorer families live on gravel roads up'.in the coves.

Incomes in the Valley,- however, are higher than in some.neighbor7
ing areas. In SWannanoa Township, whibh is fairly typicalo'55 percent
were between"five and-%tenthousand a, year; 22 percent frok ten to fifteen;
and 8 percent cover fifteen thoUsand a'year. The value of all housing

,,. 44.
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ranges proportionately to over $35,000, with not in the $10;000 to
25,000 range. A

There was a total of nearly 3,300 housing units in Swannanoa
Township in 1970. Of these perceut-were ownera-otcupied; 22 percent
were rented; and 7 percent were vacant. Bla4Mountain Township contained
Over 3,100 units, of which 51 percent were owned, '19 percent were rented, -

"and 30 percent were vacant as of April, 1970. The vacant rate includes
summer housing whiChhadmt yet been twened for the season. ., .

,

Types of housing vary wiclely: In 1970 there were ,370 mobile homes
. of various sizes in Swannanoa Township of which an impressive 90 -percent

were owner-occupied. sed mobile homes can,be purchased inexpensively .

if available, but hi mortgage rates and space, rentals, can increase the
most.' Combustible s thetic materials are'sometimes uset'in their construct-.

ion; creating an acu e firelazard..-Fot Many with limited incomes) mobile
homesare,a desired soldtion.to-housing problems,.but they usually are
not admired by those who do not live in them, and are considered to reduce
nearby real estate values. The phrase "restricted" in real estate covenants',

- does not refer to ethnic groups,buttoaproscription Of mobile homes. They
town of Black Mountain recently prohibited the locatron of mobile homes
within its 19nits, but cannot control them in areas around it. The city of
Asheveille restricts them to mobile home parks, with Specified sanitary
and maintenance regulations.

Some long-time residents:live ini'older homes surrounded b, , un-

painted barns, chicken houses, pig pens; old oars, scrap lumber, and other
paraphernalia husbanded forpossible usefulness,, but not alw4ys lipreciated

by neighbors. The usua' traothOuses appear-in rows with simost identical
fr-'\,

.construction and lots. Some residents prefer,to buy summer cot ages when
avallable,"winteriie" them; and live there. -Houthes are built nmountain-,
sides:or hill tops for the view, often with steer; gravel' roads eading to
them. Others like to buy a field, place the house .in the cent =r And
regularlydowone or more Aoresofsmooth, treeless lawn. Som bulldoze-
.down trees to create level lawns. -Those who can afford to' may close off
.large acreage as private estates,- posted with "No Treep ssing" and "Private
Road" signs. As tastes vary widely, there is some 'd(ffe ence of opinion,
as to what comprised a desirable area. MoAy.,think th*inton rolled
building may seriously damage thevvalley:

, -

Real estate operators and development. builders here =s elsewhere ::

are active. The cost ofhundrede.of acres of "choi devel pment property"
is sharply lower per:acre than the:retail-asking prillPfor uilding lots.
Speculators cote in from Elsewhere to gamble, land, buyi g it and hold-
ing it-as an investment. They are'widely Atented.

Access to the valley in the first years of settle entmearit travel'
by;goot or on.MOrseback over difacult Wilderness trails THroughout the

'19th and 20th century roads were imrpoIed, but the area r mained largely
. rural. -%In 1916, with the coming of automobilem, paving, f gravel roads- .

began. Two-lane roads Were then widened and'straightene .but,the relaxe
rural atmosphere continued: In 1953 Highway 70,was cori eted ovet th
Blue Ridge.This broad, divided highway, saiean'old-t mer, "really

r'
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,

opened up,thajalley1" It transformed Swannanoa Valley into a heavily

travelledArridor betWeeivthe North Carolina Pied font and the West.
_ .

t .

.

, . :
As of/June 1, 1973, traffic count at the crest of Swannanoa

Up was...10,0100 vehicles' a day; This rose to 13,800'4.n Black Mountain,

and15,500 in Swannanoa. These figures reflect the beginning of the

'tourist season, not its peak, in a count 'made before the "energY crisic."

They-include commuter traffic. The lower count of 9,500 at`jcld FOrt may

% come,closer to a measure of. through.traffic.
, ,

, ,

..

.West of Black.Mountain,High4 700 the chief road'throUgh the-.

Valley" was broadened to four aivd five lanes through to Beaucatcher

,I,Alibuntain0 where it tunnels its wai&-into the 'business section of Asheville.'
iiiighyey 40,-now under-construction, a major route from the East into

-Tennessee and the,West,'will increase throughtraffic'e The single tr
railroad, heawilkused as a freight' line,.adds its long; rumbling trains

. to the traffic flow.- I .- ..
I

The western third: of the Valley,, within the city limits of Asheville,

is doniinated by commercial congestion and all that -entails. Traffic jams

at Beaucatcher Tunnel have.,:become so intense that it is planned to teplace

the - tunnel with one of the largest open cuts in the United States, possi-

bly followed by a widening of the thoroughfare.called Ahnel Road into six

or eight lanes, causing severe didlocatiOns to manycommercial enterprises

along this route. - ---

r lomercialization is spreadineeastward mile by mile. Although

; caome,bran+s.hope that a cluapr deIelopment pattern, will be implemented
from Asheville.to Black Mountain, the rote could becoine.a solid commercial

.pegeption that will dominate the narrow.Valley by day and light up the

hillsides at night. Perhaps Highway 70 through this area may again have'
..--

..- :
its width drastically..increased.

.

.
. -

' - In Augutt, 1974, the MetropolitanTlanning Board ofAsheville
published population and economic projections,from 1970 to the year 2000.

It is estimated that the total poulation of.SWannanoa ToWnship (9,000 +

,in 1970) viAincrease by stage6 to almost-13,500.in the year 2000;

other parts, of the Valley will increase proportionally. .Rents will more .

than triple in-cost, and housing values will double, a little more sharply

tnn income. . ' 1 i.

_

4 .
,

.% -
.

Water reserves for the city ofAsheville end Swannanoa Valley. are

,considered adeqUate.for'dbout ten years, or more. A 22,000 acreatershed -

'
reaching upNorth Fork Valley, north orblack Mountain, to the Blue Ridge

.Piirkwsix, on'the gest of the Black Mountains,- is sealed off to the publip,

axle atrolled, and contains a.reservoir wiY a capacitylof 5,70,000,000
gal ns4 Inadditionthere is an older Be4tigree Reservoir,, built in the

19201e -now held in inactiVe reserve Black-Mountain has its own
\

-wate
.1.93

ly system, supplemented with sheville water.

'...-
.

.

,/-
,

truhk,line sewer 'system connefrtii- most of. the areas of the Valley

wi a-s axy- plant On the French Broad' Riller in Asheville,

is early fifty years in age, built before modern joining systems
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were instituted.' Some of the feeder lines are said, o be still older.'
Although not intended as a stomOsewer,.it becomet one#in a

storm, with subh.a strohg,surge pouring 'into the disposal plant that
soragimeatheplant is overwhelmed and,an overflow of raw sewage is
bypassed direct-1Y into ,the French BrOad River. in not only floods the
disposal plant, but can cause sewage overflows jal many places in the-.
Valley. Although the,eystei is judged adequate, it really is-not, and.,
a massive rebuilding task lies in the future. .

Floods are 'a recurrent problem. Of thct nineteen recorded large
.

1

floodsin the :Valley, the 1791 stdrm is-believed tohave crested six
feet higher than'any subsequent-flooding. The second highest came in
1916 when a tropical storm slammed into the Blue Ridge and did not
Climb over it. The downpour caused qxtensive erosion and destruction of
many bridges, roads, and buildings. Theme"' size of_the'flood problem is

`-indicated, by an estimate that all vaterire4panses of the Asheville re-
servoirs could lower a future flood by only one foot. An attempt by th
TVA'to build a flood control dim in the Valley was defeated by popular
opposition. Large floods Happen during summer hurribane'season;
smaller floods,,,aan occur any month of the year. As floedineis inevitable,
there are building restrictions in areas estimatqd to be vulnerable'to
flood damage.

Beacon Manufacturing Company, the current largest manufacturerof
upholstery in the,United States and with a volume of backorders, is,-

.

transferring its upholstery section elsewherWpartly,begause of diffi-
culty'in complying with an air quality regidation. On a windless, clear

and lies in heavy black strata'agairist the mountains: The proposed largat

,day one can Inter the Beaucatcher tunnel from clear

'Asheville to-the'detriment of least the western end Of Swanrranoa Valley.

air of Swannanow:Valley, and emerge into a smgethat,bltirs the distance

open Beducher cat to replace the"tunnel may impiove'air-flow in .

. Although attention is, paidto main arterlesOf traffic, and a few'
-.

important side roads
.

thatcOilnect the'dhief-areas Of'the*Valley, other
, roads need more attention thOn they gee. Development-ET, private houses,

and-factories sometimes are located in areas where the roads had been
adequate, but the resulting increase OverloadatheM. Large commercial .

tractor-trailers barrel down roads too. narrow and winding for safety.
Delays in road construction where needed not only can multiply costs
but:also-render an area unsightly. WQ all have seen housesx'sometimet .

newt perched above a steep-embankment with. 'their fiont lawns cut off .

by the widened road: Waiting until congestion forces emergency iMprove-
-ment may be caused by a lack of adequate funds or simply.a failure to
foresee.

The two colleges,. Warren Wilson and Montrbat-Anderson, have
ample land. spaces around them to serve all'ormost of their deeds. With
their modest snrollments, they offer -no planning problems nor do they
increase congeetiOn. There are' six religious centers for convent*ons and

3
conferencest'with ample grounds, housingt'and dining faailities t cover -.

current and expanded-actilaties. Although these centers attract housands

'

.. .

t
Pt,



of oonferenoe visitors each year, 'tlhay are largely elf-contained and
_ .

offer'fw planning or oongestpn'problems. -

Many elderly' people come to Swannanon Vali with retirement
in mind. Highland Farms,' a new one-sbory apartment complex for retkred
people, had a-long waiting list of applicants hefore the 1st units were
completed. further expansion is difficult because rising 1 d values
around itlprevent construction of apartmentrilnits,at reasona le rental

.

retest.

, --Buncombe County' aotivelyengaged in developing orainanqes '
and regulations to o-se the County effectively, in ever-tightening
,building codes for its for construction., Electricity may not li)e-

installed in new buildings until rigid requirements are-met. 'More than
one' acre of land may not be disturbed before a plan to,prevent erosion
has been approved. Industrial parks are prOposed to attract' new tusinesses,

. and increase county employment and income. The County Commissioners
presently are concerned over wise plans for the County, and are asking
what the people in the County really want. This question has no easy,

swer.

.4P
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There, is a tendenby among citizens to let events take their course,
not to interfere, and leave County problems tO those whose job,Lt..)1sto
handle them, but, at the same time, to express opinions., Many a,:mountain

*man lives on his private land' as he pleases in any way he.pleases, and
uses it in any way he chooses, and, no local,'County Or,State authority .7
can tell him-What to 'do; eA moderate land-Use plan prepared by the Metro
_politan Planning Board has not been implemented. It may be that 'there
.was insufficient community partic. atibtin drawing up the-plan and,

;13(
therefore, little interest in ad ting,itit4 It may be that'll° really .

"effective device is readily available to adopt_zandenforce it.

The incorporated city,lof Black Mountain 'is actively improving
'recreation areas and community facilities#: This results:from vigorous
discussion and fine coMmunity:aeadership. Swannanoa Township is creating
a community recreation area beside Swannanoa River, begun with a private r,

gift of tWland A needed ,Medical. Center i6the.eastern part of the
Valley has'been It and equipped with a massive local campaign, funds. ".

.

1

.

' `There are threeAlatuial,areas in the valley. 'The. spat is dominated*,
by the town of Black Mountain. The day may come when this town will ex- ..

pand its borders to 'include the township,, the easfernthird-of the Valley.
A plan to InoorPorate the village_of-Swannanoa has been'Undeeconsideration
for over ten yeard'. This may be legally diffic4t, blit, if _it' is achieved

.. ,and.encompasses_SWannanoa TownshipOhe 6enkal th dot-the Valley,
ICIEMunity participationxand restionsibility can creased. de western

,

third is contained within and dominated by the Ci. of Asheville. leader-
ship-potential is present iitwaIrthreeareas: Co 'ty thought and ---,

--,discussion mayresult in local actions, slowly,- perh s and limited by .
County and State regulations, but which can preserve = sources and valueg
that are dear to the people Hof the Valley.

1.

v.

Planning may also be initiateetyBuncOmbe County or by - sanded

City of Asheville. A second land-use plaii-qprefully,devised for' Swannanoa

A8
. :
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Valley pan be 'followed by a zoning Ordingtce"that is wisely and
effectively enforoed. If thit receives reasonable popular support,
requests for variances, and, more important, the number of variances
granted, may be few.

ic%

Urban pressure isgreat. More pepple,want to enter the Valley
than leave it., Let us Hope that this does not result in wall--to-wallA

housing, with woods and fields destroyed; notintains closed Off by nd-
-tredPassing signs, and picture windows.gazing out'at other pidture wind-
owssthat stare back. The disadvantage of an unplanned shift fr9m
to-urban' Itas beenAade most evident in many other, urban areas where:youth
has nowhere to go bit down the sidewalk to the-shopping area and then back
home again. It is hoped that some deviece it developed to preserve open-
spaces in the Valley and the,beauty of the mountains and-socest to them. -

Resources and activities' of interest forco.:11ages and types of people should
not be lost. The cbdts;,however, is land values and congestion increase;

may,4be more than the townships, the County, and the State are willing or able
to pay._

Chief Sources:

Metropolitan Planning Board, City of Asheville:
Population and Economic-Data, 1970-20G0. August 15, 1974.
Land' Use District, Map, January 23, 1974/!

Open .Space and Recreational Areas Plan. June, 1971.

, rt%

iJnited States Census:

1970 Population and Housing, Asheville, N. C. April, 1972.

-Tennessee Valley Authority, Division o Water Control Planning, knoxville, Teen:

Report No. 0-6198. Floods on Swannanoa River and Bee Tree. May, 1963.
Report No. 0-6172. Floods on Swannanoa River and Flat Creek. April, 1962.

Land-of-Sky Regional GounciI, Serviqg Region B, Asheville, N. C.
Watr-and Wastewater Plan,bPart.I. Augusti 1974.
Sea us Report:. The Region's Housing, June, 1974.
Cooperation, 1974. V,

Ina Woestemeyer VanAppPen and John J.Van 'toppen. Western North Carolina

Since the Civilar. Boone, N. C.:Appalaehian-Consortium Press, 1973.

Fred M. Butnett. This was My_Valley, Ridgecrest, N. C. 1960.

R. A. Sondley, History..s& Buncombe County,;2vols. AshevIlie,N.
Advocate FrintinFCo., 1930.

Many newspaper article and clipping's, and interviews with the, cooperating
officials and residents of Asheville a d Swannanoa Valley, Traffic

count and highway data from thedorth Cardlinajlighway Commission,

Asheville.
t
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Mobile Hanle Settlement and Rural Development

Ennis L. Chestang

b

InA9vamer 1970 this .writer researched andread a paper on
.mobile home settlementP before the Southeastern Division of the Association
of American Geographers in Columbia, SoUth CaroliA.3: Within hours of
posting. the paper he was informed that a mobile home park had been'pro-
posed across the road .from :'home." ,The research and neighborhood impact
before the city council and planning and zoning 15Bards was sufficiently
successful that a subdivision with houses ranging fromthe Mid 30's to"
the mid ,40's now occupies the site. The impact of that encounter has ,

--sharpened:and broaden4d thi-s geographer's analytical powers and caused
him to clearly see that the ,development of plaarfd regulations for mo--
bile holm use based on something higher than t .emotional reaction of s-

the gerkral public is7essential.d. .

).

In the course of. that wdrtkit became apparent that no one spe-
cific group of people drift into mobile home lives but rathkt-that
.mobile,homeeet ements.attract people from all walks of life and income
groups. Field i vestigon ha also tendedto suggest that once we cAn
th;ink inotetts of tYpes'of mobil home settlements theit role and impact
tfrarea development can be more readily ascertained as opposed to con-
tidering them in an atmosphere clouded with Ohl and legend. 41

, ,

-,'',When the mytn and-legend is stripped'away reality is clear-=-'
bite, home /iying has,been-growing at a very, rapid rate and a specific

Asettlethents have beehvalip7are being placed about the countryside.
ystemeofplassifisatiorrfor.mobile home settlements was devisedlby

isoowriteh mu,,1970Furtlier investigation in additional areas-has tended
to in ate -eclat the 4s,S.teiALE'clasdifioation holds up and-requires only
the slightest loSifiC4np.:._ 'That classification with minor modifications
is presented II:Ise:A-Ur:interpretation designed to indicate its value in, -
plahning an aSea devqoptliebt.' *tvf

.; .

'1

Mobile- home geAlementa fa, pito three clasSes:.urban, recreation-
al, and rural., (.They term tpbOe home. tleMent is used since they require
specifically, designed utiirty and:wast disposal'connections. Such se-
gregated mobile'home seitlements,eMo le home parks or more colloquially
trailer parks, ,may var3r -9.4iacte .ftom thobe which resemble traditional
well developed suburbs to atbm'W-Preited with poitabIe Structures.)

,

.

Urban areas:launt-for,,oyer fifty percentof mobile home dwell-.,
ings in .the United States and the study area in which this classification,

,

was developed. is no ception. In-spe ng of urbanigobile home settle-.
merits it is necessary to use.the'word urban in'the broadest possible
sense for the ettlem ts,,,are often located on the qfringis oftwns and
citi e3, just ,outside theOhdtpdrate Limit's. -Urban'settlIments fall into

50 -
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three distinctive olasseh:- Uniform Suburban, Concentrated Urban, and

Soafrtered Suburban or Urban

-The most pommon,type of mo gLhome settlement in urban areas
is the Uniform Suburban, which is so common as to often be considered the-

.

only Rorie there 1S. That type consists of a landscape organized*to serve
as the Batting for from ten to several hundred units. Spaces are.Iaid
out in either monotonously uniform or varied shapes :and,each is equipped"

with connections Sor watRX't electricity, and waste disposal. , The settlell

menu thimselvee vary froMtree shaded areas with a heavy emphasis'on
assthetiC values to wide m notondusly uniform arrangements with no more
aesthetic - emphasis than that found in the parking lot at the neighborhood

A' grocery store.
. \

\

A second ,type of urban mohile'home settlement is the'Conceritrated

Urban. It consists of lots'for ten or more units in densely built-up
urbanized areas. The' lots, are surrounded by.a variety of different. but

distinctively urban land use. ,

44

eve

a

The third type of urban settlement is the Scattered Suburban
or Urban Fringe, whioh is markedby4k set of peculiarly discordant visible
characteristics resulting from one mobile. home parking area occuring as
a locational misfit or from a number'of small parking areas existing through-
out a thoroughly polyglot ensemble of land use.

A peculiarly 'htrong,reiationship exists between the location
of mobile homes for recreational use and the ocean front and sounds in the

study area. The largest group of-settlements treated by this '
P

relat" nship is the Concentrated Recreational It consists of large num-
bers of Mobile units parked more or less permanently on land which has
been-spatially Organized, improved, and equipped'for the parking of mobile

homes. They are most often found either on the ocean front or on the sounds.
In the case orthose located_on the?sounds, the sites are usually across

. narrow stretches of land and a highway from the ocean/front.

There is-a strong locational relationship between mobile home
,settldtents in the areas of the ocean front and sounds aid fishing piers
which illuitrates that concentrated recreational mobile home settlements

have focal poiints or Focal areas. Fishing piers are long narrow structures
whioh extend out over the ocean for several hundred feet and are used ex-
clusively as platforms from which to fish. There is'invariably a bait
and, tackle shop:at the entrance to the pier and very frequently a mobile
home park conveniently nearoy. Clusters of parks are alSo common in the

-immediate vicinity of fistIng piers. In-some cases the lots, particularly
those immetliatelyadjact,to the piers are owned, or operated by the pier
pwners while 14 othe-f-E5a.es they may -be the property ofsomeone other
than the pier operator who takes advantage:Pf.a locationin close aoroxi- ,

mity to a fishing pier. In any Caser.the mobile home, parks contribute
to the income from fishing piers through fess which the residents pay for
fishing rightR. .1

There isria second type of Concentrated Recapational mobile home
settlement in.41145'areasAear the'ocean which differs'from the above in that

V
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the owners of the mobile units also own the lots where the units are.
.parkept and in that the relationship to -fishiogplers or anothei,,TocaL
point is not'as close asPri one discussed ahpye. The mobile home lots
are smaller than those on which cottages would normally be built, giving
rise'to a microsubdivision brought about by use of the mobile dwellings.

The third type of mobile home settlement in recreational areas,
is the Dispersed; the mobile units are simply used_in place of permanent
structures. A person who owns (lot will sink ,well and install a
septic' tank.or connect to a piAblic water and sever system if it is
available, have ele-Otrical service-extended to his lot, and park a mobile
home rather than build a permanent structure.'

O

In rural or rural farm areas, the use of the mobile home is
common but it does not form as distinctive patterns as are commonly found
in and around urban and recreational areas. The mobile-home settlements
may be Isolated, that is to say, distributed ina.manner almost exactly

like isolated farmhouses scattered.across the rural landscape. Isolated
mobile homes are so common on the'rural landscape as to convey the false
impression that they are the most widespread form of mdbile-home settle-.
ment in rural areas. A second type of rural occurance is Clustered. In
that case the clusfer,may consist of.seyeral (usually 3 to 5) units grduped
together as permanent rural structures: Mobile homes may also make up -

parts of rural blusters consisting of permanent structures and mobile
units .which have been added to pre4xisting rural clusters of residences
and/or commercial or agricultural buildings., In addition to:the .above,.
the Rural Non-Farm Concentrated Mobile Nome Settlement is frequently en-
countered. It consists simply of a mobilehome park' built in arural."'
setting andOccupied by people who-do not engage exclusively in rural
economic activities.

4

The post of mobile homes and the manner which' they ban.be.,
. financed often results in their.being adopted by people who might other,-
wise gravitate to traditional forma of rental housing. The price of,a
mobile home unit varies from $3,000 up and the mode of financing is very
much like that of automobilg-simple.' Unlike permanent owner occupied
housing units the mobile unit allows a person to own his own home with a
,minimal capital outlay and without buying the lot.

..-

A semipermanent mobile home pdpulation consisting of newlyweds,
military personnel, skilled construction workers, salesmenvproessional
'athletes, haa found a ney freedom in mobile home living. They have instant
housing; furniture, appliances; accumulate equity; and have.a high

--degree of freedom and mobility at the same time.
.

also
A permanent mobile home -pop iqation/exists. That group lives in

them thr choice and runs the full spectrum-o occupations and professions.'
, /The mobil home is also *ractive to=many retirees. to some

sentbr'citizens, mobile home living is a panadea. They sell the
,family home with its 'high maintainance costsi out-dated applAnces 0/d-
furniture inefficient heating,,and insifficient wiring for "today'f

.

9ur affluent society of the recent past which at the beginning
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of. the century was ooncernod with a ohickeril in every pot and later with

two oars in every garage progressed to the second home or vacation home".
Be it'on Bogue Banks irkeastern North Carolina or the ski resorts,of
upper NewEngland, mobile home ownership caught on and spread like wild
fire. Their future is as dubiousas everything elae in our uncertain .

4?

economy. ev--,

One oT-the-most iiportantcharactetiatics of mobile home settle-
-ments ii that they are iniftent. A landowner can create a mobile home
park to`-acoommodate 504aMilida in an three-Weeks. All he has to
dceis,grade -andoperhaps pave a set of Stree GI install water and electric-
al connections, put in septic tank facilitiesoand run-pipe to the'spots
where the homes will be rolled into place. \I)

We have traditionally thought ofrural areas as open and .possess=,,
drig low population density but mobilekhare settlements can create spots
_of population density as high as that found in the Borough of Queens, New
York. ,Many rural areas are simply not equipped to cope with such con-
centrations and lag behind in getting equipPed,or oriented to deal with
them since they come into existence with the speed of lightning.

It is no joking matter that people do not'flush the toilet any
less if they live in mobilAidOs than they do if they dwell in apartments
or houses. ,The problems of-Topsail Island, N.C. where people (in some
parts) were.recently almost literally swimming in their own waste should
neither be taken lightly nor regarded as isolatedcasea which cannot
happen elsewhere. Instant high derisity in an area where an infrastructure
to serve it has evolved is a problet with which few of us are equipped
to deal, and-the traditional concept of one household - one septic tank
goes right out e window when we come to mobile homes.

; ,

If mobile home dwellers flush their toilets no less than other
mortal neither do they suffer any lowering of their capacity to produce
garbage. In factthe writers own experience with 10 years in iits,cottage
at the sea shore'tends to suggest that in the case -why people are-1n

.----7--recreatiorial settlements the curve of garbage production turns sharply
we and soars-in comparison with ordinary day to day living.' Mobile o
settlements in rurai-areas_sharply and suddenly bring the need for count
waste disposal facilitids into-focus. '

Mobile home settlements in tiral areas, are for the most part
rural:mon-fem. Ordinary rural settlements are either Clusteredldisperse
hamlet, 'village, bloOked rural non-far% or glow density ,rural non-fai.M.

, Mobile home settlements.are not aranged indsuch simple ways. They are
high density phehomena witha-veLfy`t=commorriaracteristic: one road out: '
,The prime consequence of this is high comiluter density on a road network
dedigned for something wholly differeiit.

The fact that one or several cluters of from 5 to 500 dwellings
can appear on the rural landscape w*thin a period from 3 to 30 days is

- also, a, cause for concern where facilities are planned,and developed in .

accordance with the traditional formla of Population'eowth and-projection.
iInstant impaction throws everything out -of balance and requires new
techniques of-di pa gathering' projection of growth, and a general' recOn-

.0
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sideption of our procedures for providing services, and facilities. .
Finally any consideratjon of mobile flome settlements raises more
questions-than it answers which may be the most important reason of
all.for uoving quickly to develop rules and,regulations to cover their

use in rural areas.

4
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.

16hestang, Etnis L.'"gobile Homes and Settlement Geography in the Middle
Bast of North Carolina."- Unpublished.papart.presented before Southeastern
DiV,ision,. Association of American Geographers, NoNyember, 1970.
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ROUT. SELECTION GRIM& FOR RURAL BIKEWAYS ,

by

John P. Thomas

,

1,am very pleased to havt the, honor to Present what tome feel :/1

a way of reducing our dependence upon precioUs petroleum and easin

. energy, situation, producing a more physically fit population, less rii.rip

the.effect of our prepent economic crunch, reducing pollutiOn andcon- -

gestion in our cities, increasing the efficiency of our transportation.

systems, as well'as promoting "America's, Favorite Participant sport.**

That sounds like a hard bill to fill; but the'facts show that Americans

are riding and purchasing more bicycles thanthey.ever, have before.
.

Bicycle saled surpaSsed automobile sales iii 1970 and the etifilirence

.has increased ever since., In mid-1974 there were an estimated 100 million

riders and by 1980 rover haif'of the nation's people are expected to be

biCycle riders. Most of today's bie5iists'are recreational riders and

the madority of recreationalmiles ridden are of the touring or rural ,

- long distance variety. Unfortunately with an increase in bicylce use
,

theie is also an increase in bicycle accidents. 1973 theNaticnal
,

,Safety Council announced,that 1,50 deaths oCcuredto bicyclists during

that year, with estimate& injuries ranging ad high as one million.-, Phis

is an .indrease in deathb-of 100% in the lastidecade: The percentag\

of deaths in-the young adult atd adult .age categbies has increased from

ih 1960 ter50%dn 1973, with a significantly larger proportion of '

these occuring in the rural areas. . -
. .

..
.

- A),Bikegy Classification System

it thepreaTat there is no unifOrm system of bikeway-facility

rclassificatiOn."Uowever,-a. basic, pattern has developed as experience'

-l-'
.1, with bikeway p xini ng has evolved.

ji

?

1

d
, A .

1 The term Bikeway is a generic term encOmpaseing the full range of
,-

. , ccling related roadways. Within the classification of Bikeways there ''\

1 ai e three different 'classes of facilities: , , ,--.,-,,

4

M I
it .,'1

1

1 A "Class 1" or "Bike 'Death" Is a completely. separated roadway and is )

signated for the excludive.oi semi-exclusilve'use.by bicycles. Bike .

Paths'reduce to a minimum or eliminate entirely conflicts with minor ,0

Vehicles. In the United States these have usually been developed_ forthese

recreational purposes or,in the new developMents where bikew s are

pOnned and laid out,to isolate bicycles Tra) m m for vehidle t affic. .

Potvntial locationsifor Bike'Paths are. along- or Within parks or open /

gpaces, abandoned railroad 4ght -of -waYs, flo control channels.
.t

0.....--,!--.

riverbankd, lake fronts-rocean fronts, high.W kright-pf-waya, or utility

47-right -of -ways.-of -ways. 4

I
,--
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A'tlave 11" or"Bike bane" is a restricted rietof-way designed

for the exclusiveltime by bicycles. The lane is on the existing road-
way, 1.1suAllly-in the outside traffic'lane adjacent to the curb or
shoulder or `on the paved shoulder of the road, and has a physical
barrier.between the automobile and the bicycle.

-
The "Class 111" or "Bike Route" utilizes the existing roadway

for which there are-two basic vaAeties: 1)'a restricted righ'i, -of -way
designed for the semi exclusive use by bicycles, and set off with
panted and reflective discs on the pavement,,or 2) a shared right-

, of-way for both bicycle arid motor vehicle 'traffic, with only posted
signs designating the -bikeway.

Route Selection Criteria

. .Two factors must be taken into consideration before route selec-
tion criteria can be proposed: the goals and objectives of a project,

)and the probable user characteristics.

The first step in the bikeway planni process is to determine
of definethe goals and ob,jectivesf a cal bikewhy development. The

\----"--goals arid, objectives serve as a statement of general princip or- -

local-bikeway planningand are a guide to insure continuity vi. the plan-
. ning and implementation process. Coals for a rural recreational route

.

milit,read: To provide a Safe,, easily- accessable and pleasurable area-
'wide recreational bicycle network. The objectivespf,Such goals would

.then consist of protecOon, pleasure' and efficiency', and-continuity:
-.Theseobjectives form the basis from which to draw Upon in stablishin

Collection
planning criteria and for evaluating the proposed network..

. TICollection and analysis of, user surveys, accident statistic anadiffet-.

40entiating by trip. type and purpose have provided plannerS with an indica-
'tion of who they are planning for.

,
.

1
.

,Studies of bicycle accidents in California haVe)hown that the
"bicycle season" is three times as long in rural areas as i s in
areas, extending from March through September/The severit of accidents

urban

and group3involved in accidents also differs. It wAsjound,that there is
a'signiticantly higher incidence of fatalities in rural areas. Higher
fatality rates arecommensurate with higher vehicle speeds (both bicyclist
and motorist) and oftentimes inztolve a larger, motor vehicle.. Those most
likely to be involVed in-a rural accident are aduit6,1 whaare now contri-
buting tC:a significantly greater, percentage oftheibicycle fatalities.i,-,4 _

, .
. .

''' ,../-
. A 4. %, i'

',When examining trip type =and 'purpose, much of%.the accident analysis
is further reinforced There are basically "twetypes of rural tripar
thresh and local. .

'ft

5/ ,

I ddition to the aforementioned objective4,:the'"through, cyclist",
is int-rested in direct point-to-point routes connecting one edge of the
study area'to the other. The trip may be transcontinental, interstate,
or.regionalOr intercommunity in nature. 'Since' their trips are of long

I
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duration th e proximity to service and support faci lities", accomodatioAs

for food and shelter, need to be conaidered. ,

The "local'cyalist" is usually out for an afternoon, day or short'
overnigilt, and may stravel from 20 to 100 miles or more: . For this type
of cyolist, circular or loop routes, in an isolated and meandering sit-
uation are more important as well'as the requirements'for connecting many
and varied points of interest'. The ideal bikeway would be similar to a
'ladder providing outgoing and return routes connected at several inter-
me te points providing, alternate cross -over routes. This would also

vide the, cyclist with optional choices asoto the length of the trip.

The route selection'criteria for Clasii 1 differs slightly from
Class 11 and 111.: Class a bikeways differ from Class 11 and 111 basically
in their non-reliance upon existing roadways. In establialling criteria
it is unfortunate that Class 11 and 111 rural route planning has not re-
ceived more attention by. planners.. So it is important that route selec-
tion criteria be chosen and evaluated as to whether or not they'meet the

:
requirements established'bY the goals and objectives. The goals and
objectives serve as a.yardstick from whin to select the planning criteria.
So, for this inquiry,,the planning' criteria are broken :down into the

,"three basic objectives of protection, pleasure and efficiency, and
continuity; a proper perspective is-maintained.

The main advantage of Class 1 bikeways is the'.high degree of
protection they provide for the bicyclist, withClass 1.1 ailittle less so.

o' At first glance it may seem ironic that a Class 111 bikeway can at all/

be safe, an comparatively this would be correct. However; there are
techniques'that would'lessen the chance of haVing an accident. Of most
importance in Class 111 bikeways is planning routes on secondary' roads
that have light automobile and less_than % truck and bus ,traffid. s.

Unfortunately this cannot 'always be adhered to _when considering the other
'Ohjectives but such deviations'nould be. 'kept ta'a minimum and could bd
justification for constructing a more protective bikeway. .

Road widths and avairlability of right-of-way axe -pther criteria
that should. be taken into consideration. Ideally for both, classes 11 and '

111 the roa4 should be wide enough to allow for both the automobile and
the 'cyclist, either rsdn th0 outside land adjacent to the shoulder 'or on
the pavbd shoulder itself., Minimum design standards would then be 10 feet

'A,
for. each motorized traffi9 lane and,four-feet,for each bicycle traffic F

,)
lane.

The quality of the Thad surface also needs to be examined :Mere' are
many different type6 of Pavement that can be'used for Olso 1', but Class'
11 and 111 are dependant upon'the existing roadway. Sm9ot4ynon-chuckholed
.gr cracked, well maintained pavement is the wolf advarOageous; 1f the
quality of the surface is'less than ideals consideration shallid then be

-giiren to a reduced Average Daily, Traffic if .a degree or safety is to be
,maintained,

, , 1

,

Adequate signing and pavethent marking is ajso necessary for clarity

57
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,and oommunpcability. For Class 111 they make the driver of a motor

vehiCIe-aWare that he is sharing_the:roadway and alert him to the possii./

bil''y of/ meeting hicyclist on-the road, as well as informing'the-

cy91

a
ist here to ride.

l
,..P'

.

.

In providing pleasure and efficiency the ability of a particular,

te tozenerate and insure repeated use deAds upon its degree of

attessibility and imageability. If ;bikeway, daeA.'t go where the cyClist

wants to go it will be an instant white elephant, and-unfdrtunately, there

is quite a "zoo "' developing across the oountry. In planning rural recrea-

,
tional b Cycle routes our concern is with connecting of interest

/

-1

for the t' o specialized user.,groups.. The points'to be connected can'be;

broken dcfwn into basicalyly two areas: 1) natural scenic sites and,' 2) ciiI-4

tural sites. /
.

/

/The natural scenic sites or physical.geography is probab of great

--e4t-importance for rural recreational route destinations. A w de.variety'

of,physical geography and geologicifeatures should be include i.e. topo-,
)

graphy, water bodies, land nse,'scanic-areab, and rock forma ons and

structures. Parks, and campgrounds (National, state and loc 1), and other;

centers of recrea;tional.generating activity should.be inclu ed. , i

It is alsw essential to incorporate the cultural ge aphy of the

area --RoutewfOriginate where there are people, so population centers

thaMlets, tow4 and cities) will more than likely be the primary-ocigins
for ,the f-outes (although there is an increase in. the nualbor of automobiles' ,

equiprd with bike racks tO carry, bicycles to riding. areas). Business.

?? .
:Centers providing food and lodging are.a.lao,neeeed.' Historic landmarks

are. also recreational generatqraZand,should be fncluded. .,

4.

) The concept of " imageability" relatesto the mental image that re-

mains in one's mind after the direct stimulus is gone even. after short

expos've. Although there are. no vet guide14.nes to follow for a facility

,.' or an area to be imageables it ,is theorized,-for example, that a-confusi*

,d- iet of instructions for' a bi.,,k0* or'a monptOnOus, nonvaried topography )

.
wbuld not.be conducive for Retaining a favorable mental imagain a given,'

observer. So 'or a trail /6 receive and retain popularity it should travel

along corridors of posityve imageability. It is feasible to assume that '

,given a wide variety of phYaical and cultural geography that continuous

_). imageability is assuR6d. ,

) / 1 ,t.t, .

,

9
; t

, . /

Another conaideratioh in the IONition f,a recre tional bikeway

as.the terrain,,ifor it affects,jhoth.the,le h, 4nd gra,s that can,be ,f.,

nomically vided. Plus, cyclists m be deterred using a

facility in arect relationship td the am t of physibal effort necessary
4 to transve sea given ,length of grade. -So the terrain isan.econcimic asi'-

well as rider consideration. ; ,

. . ....

---. ,---
.

9
,

,

.

inally the continuity in the propope&bikeway .s essential. The

loike aye should, be established as a link, sand qoaatilqle, with existing 1

an proposed routes in adjacent Communities as well Ad those. on a.:_state-i

e'level. They should also becatdinaied with local and regional re.-

eation lats .

,

,
.

k.
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Summary

.

All indications are that the, factor's that. -h:

y of bicycling will continue
More and morgpeople wi

ion and for transportatio

the present populati
numbers to participat 'e.

the bicycle ,'for recrea

be construed to imply that th4 bicycle will rep
Anyone who thinks that... has got a spoke loose
various federally sponsored funding prqgrams it
millions of dollars Will bq spent oh ttleconst
during the next decade and the bicycle will ne
and assume its properposi ion in-the planni

rwasting.public fundEitplan for bikeways. must

basis of a well,conceived- lanning process, and te'an integrated'
icoaPonput of the area's overall recreation and transportation systems.

Ve contributed.to
to entice greater,

1 be converting-to'

should not
ace the automobile.'

Along with the
does mean, that
&ion of bikeways

d to be incladed in
-process. To'avoid
be.developed"on tie
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This
.

i paper 1 disc uss three aspects of rand 'management in Blue
. Ridge ire,r1q485( Corridor:, .. 1. 'Corridor: .

.

LAND MANAGEMENT WITHIN THE BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY CORRIDOR

VIRGINIA --NORTH CAROLINA

by

Granville B. LileS

,

..
that such viskons,solatimes come true. This scenic ParkWay is actuallyy'~

an elongated park - extending along the crest of the Southern Highlands
-through Virginia.and North Carolina for 1470 miles. It was the first rural
parkway in,the world,, and is certainly an excellent example of frontier _

planning,in rural Ahterica.
. , 1 ,

1.'
) '

,' .

;

,

I The term "parkway" has been identified with several projects in
theltwentieth century, having. originated wtthccounty and municipal
undertakings suCh as the Westcheattr County Parkway-in, New York These

earper parkways served both commercial and recreational traffic.' The '

first Feddra/ Legislation pertaining to parkways was the Act. of C ngress
- oftMaY'23, 1928, authorizing the Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, Then,

orOray 29, 19301 came the second Federal parkway legislation; providing'
.for'the acquisition, establishment, and-development of the George Washington

, Legislation authorizing theColonial.National Parkway,
copneCting York own,,Jamestown and Williamsburg, wets approved bly Congress

)

1 ' origin of the rural Parkway concept,
2 ,coordination and involvement'of this cooperative

-planning project, and
'' -,,

3) future land management objectives for the Parkway
corridor.

.

Man's dreams and visions generally prece:de his achievements. Al=
rlhough the` first shovelful of dirt for the Blue Ridge Parkway was turned
orty yearb ago this fall in Allegheny County,, North Carolina, the con-
cept for such a Scenic route was conceived many'years earlier.. -As early

.as 1909 Colonel. Joseph Hyde Pratt, head of the North CarolinaCeologIcal
and Economic Survey had prepared plans for a "Crest of the-Hne Ridge
Highway." 'Pratt, made a tepdrt on such a.sCenic.hightgay idea at a North
Carolina GoodRoade Association Meeting and construction actually had
alri41,dy begun just south of Grandfather Mountaintoward Linville.

Colonel Pratt even asserted that "...
scenic roads in America - rivaling anything
Yellowstone National Park`" Unfortunately',

.with oure4ry'into World War I.

,

.it would be one of the greatest'
in, Yosemite galley and the
the project was abandoned .er

TodE,Ly, the 1.170 mile Blue Ridge Parkway stands,as positive evidence

Memorial Parker
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On July 3, 1930. The next important measure was an Anti-Depression
. -Act of June.18, 1933, authorizing a comprehensive program of "public

hieiways and- parkways." The-blue Ridge initially resulted from this.
program, for it was under this concept that approval was advanced-
to connect. Shenandoah national Park and Great Smoky Mountains National

..

Park with a parkway. 'Following this action in 1933, history reveals that
only by a tremendous Cooperative effort of local,State and national
leaders was it posolWIe to obtain final approval for thepresentgroute of
-.the Parkway through Virginia and North Carolina

- .

.

As agreed upon_ia_advance by the Federal Government and two States,
the right-of-way landfor the-...propoied Parkway was. to be ac4&ired by the

States and donated to the,United:States Government. Legislation was
approved in the General Assemblies of both States by 1935 and the States
proceeded to'acquire the right-of-way for the route as laid out,by the
NatiOnal Park Service and Bureau of Public Roads (now Federal Highway
AdMinistration),. The suryey,,design, and cOnstruction,' on ttimajOr
project was accompliqhed by tee Bureau oi"Public Roads, and National
Park Service provided the landscape and architectural direction and
super ision for the location, structuresp'easements, etc. \,,

You must remember that much of the country throughwhich'the
4g

Park -

now passes was isolated and remote, ao much that the radio had not
.yet found its way into most of the mountain homes! There were few paved
roads in many of the counties. . .

,
.

.

. ,

,

-0. .' 14 f-spite o-the mammoth job'of planning a 470 'Nye Parkway aross
6 , ,

:

the'Mountains,
,

invblving-seVeral Federal agencies, tw.
9

giate6 and \ --,
numerous counties, construction began in North Carolina in SePtember,1935
and in Febritary 1936 in Virginia. Now, forty years later, it is completed)
except a seven mile link near Grandfather Mountain, North CarolinatiLIFor-f
tunately, this section is now under construction. q .. ,'..- ,,

l' f .4------ 1 /t,. - -

The Parkway passes through twelvecounties and two rational Forests
in Virginia for a distance of about 215 miles, embracing about 30,000F_acres. In North Carolina-it traverses seventeen counties, one National

and the Cherokee I &tan Reservation, for a distance of 255. miles
and with about 45,000 acres within its boundaries, i

._,

...4

': When considering problems ofland management on the Parkway, we
misticontinually be aliire a our cloee relationship with hundreds of
lachl neighbors that adjoOn a common boundary several hundredMilres1 in ,

length. For example, this proximity to so many vivate neighbors required
about 1,400 reserved easements,for public and private roads, utilitlies and
other private rights in the deeds from the States to the United States
Government. '

., - )

:..

.

mit I,

It is the objective of the Blue Ridge parkwayto protect and pre-'
serve the natural and historic scene of'the Southern Highlands, thereby,
affording the highest type of recreational and inspirational use possible.
It :serves the people as an elongated National Park, providing quiet, ,

leisurely travel, free from the commercial development and congestion of
1

A

4

#
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high-speed highways. It -61Ters America a new concept in recreational'

laud management., and the first,venture.of its kind in. the world for
such zoning fdt a;rural Parkiay.

It has been acclaimed throughout the world-for its dutst4nding
design and'its scenic beauty. It deserves the-best prOection possible.

16,k

An interesting phase of land management through the years bas been
cooperative agricultural leasing. program with local adjoining land

owners. In'Ahe early years.of the Parkway, farm practices along the
Highlandswere.essentially he same-as they had been for npnturY,

except that the mountain neighbors began to discover the advantages
of fertilization and good agronomy practices. Through the years,
ParkWay lands have been leased back to adjoining neighbors for a nominal,
fee for pasture, hay, orchards, row crops, etc., to insure the preaerva:
tion of the highlands farm scene and'culture. -Almost 5,000 acres are
under this qliving farmm Program to nearly 400 neighbors(saft private land
owners. This program should continue as long as the local neighbors
are interested.,

In contrast,to a scene Of, quiet, natural beauty, broken by the
interesting highlands farm scene, a disturbing trend began in the early
1960's.' Privately owned lands contiguous to the Parkway have become
subject to a variety of uses that do nOt.a/wayS enhance the panaroma
along the route., and do not always contribute to its superb recreational_-
and natural qualities. Gradually replacing the meadows, fields, forests
and farms are tourist attractionst sUbdivieions and oth _developMents,.

Thus, the same bcenic qualities that make the m9aatein gas enjoyable
for recreational purreses also make them desirable for.1 development.

0

It is not possible, no intended, 'that the United grates Govern-
ment acquire sufficient lands to preserve the pfesent qualities of. the
scenic corridor. ThereforeYsome control of this corridor must be .

imposed or the Blue Ridge-Parkway will eventually lose the very qualities
that made it an area offnational significance. Much of the charm of the
Parkway'lies bend the confines of,the narrow right-of-way. IT-this
rural environment is.to'be preserved, Virginians and North Carolinians
will have-eollie to grips' with.. some form of. regional land planning.
The people of both States have ,a tremendous investment in this resource.
It has been a-great asset to the people of both States As well as the
nation, making the Highlands regip and its variety of attractions more
accessible now than in thgpast,, It hae been'of considerable economic
value,: possibly apcoating forlas much as $150:mdllion a year in local
and state travel business: It is the most park area in the
nation,: visited'annuallY by -more than 14 million people in recent years.

Whaitt can.be done about future land Management of this resource? ,

Local and State.planning bodies should give serious attention to the
development of cooperative regional plans for the corridor relating-to
land use and economic deyelopment. Strong citizen support should be IL.

solicited and encouraged to prevent further exploitation and unplanned
growth from seriously damaging.the Highlands eenvironment and destroying',
its natural and recreational integrity.
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Specific land management measures which Could be adopted Co safe-,
guard the corridor pre. these:

. A

1. , Obtain hroughState and local legislation a land manage -
merit plan,(zoning) to control the intensity and kinds, of
land use in the corridor Outside the present Parkway right-7
of-way. This could be achieved with state and idoCal cOm-
prghentive planning and regulatOry authority.

2. Tax incentives or adjudtments should be alloWed laed-
ownerswho are willing to dedicate landsfor,open'space
where practical to assess as open space, or Ion their agri-
cultural values rather than.for potential development.'.

Legislation should be enacted.in theNoith Carolina 5

ef, General, Asseffibly controlling comMercialsigns w4hin.a
Aiesonably viewing distance of the Parkway,right-of-way,
similar to that already approved by the General Assembly

p of Virginia.

The authority;of the United States Government does not now go bey end
the-lands in its present ownership, and the jurisdictAn for any land usw
,control is confined to .ibis' strip. However, with regional land use plan-
ning within the twenty -nine counties through which the Parkway
preservation of ou Of the most scenic'areas' in America"could lie assured.

.

4
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RU LAND USE MANAGEMEIfF:

CAROLINA EXPERIEN

O

,. by

John Shore

Th

t

Ti e 1974 North Carolina General Assembly passed what has-been,
called'the'imost amended legislation everto appear. '6.erziethat.b9dy,
It promise ,to be one of the most far reaching. That,IegIslation,;the
North Carolina CoastalAreaManagement Act; establishes 4 mechanism.
which will attempt to-plan for, tInd Manages, the resources of the tienty
ccuhty"coastal_reg2cii of North Carolina.

. .

.4,

:: , In considering the goastalArea Management Act (CAMA) the-legis-
lature'made the Tollowirig findin0: ,

. ),

', .

It is hereby'dete ',iced and 'declared asia,matter of

legislative finai that among North CarOl-inass most
valUable resourOeS gre'its coastal lands Ind waters.
The coastal area, anqvin particular the estuarine,, ''' top

areomong thkblorogidally proauctive regions,of the)
State and of the,na4on. 'Coastal 'and esttlarine water

..''
,

and Marshlands provide alMOst. 90 perbent S9070)..of the:
..,.. ,

,. . .,... luostproductive-sPOrt'fisheries'on the ea'St'coast of ,4'
the United States. 'North Carolina's coatital area haslen
extremely high recreational' and-esthetic value which,

'should be preservecUand enhanced. ,,
..s

- ,, ,.

..-

In recent ,years: tiik_cOaqtal area has been subjected to
. - increasing pressures which are: ,the result, Of the often -

'conflicting needs of a society expanding in industrial
development.; 'in popUlation, and, in the recreational c.

..

, aspirations of its citizens. Unless these pressures 0.4
controlled by cootdinatectmanagemen, the. very futureiOf:'

-'..the 'coast` which makk.it,ecOnoMically, esthetically, a$id. '

,ecologically rich, will be destroyed. The General Aspembly
,. 9 '''''therefOrealoindk-th*animmedi4teand preaSingneed eA.sts

to-establish a\comirehensive,plian for tha,prOtection,x'
, preservationo-orderly deVelopmentS,an&management of-Ape

.coastal area of North'Carolina.
,

The'bill-that resulted 'Wakva hilliklY'Complex sixty -three Page:docu-
ment; It established a 15 member-Coastal-Resources Commission Whl h is .01.-

4charged with the repponsibi4ity'goverseeing implemeOati.911,Of t Act.),
',They axe aided by.a 147 member Coastal Resources AdvisOry Coupon, 41t.!...--'

h -

r j

,

0

Ipreeenting local' governments and4State ageniedes. ) ..,.ri i11---' 1

.

Y '

N.C, General Statutes, Ghapter-11 Mr102-:-,
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- One of the Coastal Resources Commission's duties is to designate,
4

by rule, geographic areas of the coastal area as areas of environmental

;concern. Some of the areas suggested are coastal wetlands, estuarine

waters, historic areas, national or State parks, wildlife refuges, public

o
trust area 1- publio:trust water, sand' dunces, ocean beaches and the

outer banks. Once designated, anyone wishing to develop within an area

of environmental concern will have to obtain a permit for development.

A major portion, of the CoaLial Area Management Act deals with

planning. When the bill was first introduced into the General Assembly,

the.Statewas the principal actor in'the planning process. This greatly

?1.41,set local interest who-viewed the bill as somethinothe,StateAas
.kttempting to shove down their ,throats. ) was amended to give

localgovernment a role, especially in theplanniqg proCess. In the

-,viewof many this has greatly strengthened the bill'by providingpen

4 interarelationship between. the State and local government and thus pro-

. Niding'a wider basis for 'support.

,Each_of the twenty coastal counties is in the process of preparing )
)

its-own land useloilap under guidelines) established by the Coastal Resources

Commi4sion. The guideline, set forth a four'phase planning process: i

(1) data sQllection and analysis, (2) establishment of development goals,

(3) alfuture land 'use plan, and (Li) land classification based on the future

land use plan which will serve as a policy statement on future growth i

patter/Is. A major emph is is being placed on obtaining public parti-
cipation in' the plann'ng,process. '"It in important," the Commission

point out in the In r dUction to ils Guidelines, "to empl6y effective

meth ds to secure the ,tiewsof a wide cross section of citizens, repre-

senting not onlytehoh different geographic41 area of the county, but

those yho,can ably repAsent the varying economic, social, ethnic and

eultu, al inter4Osias well.." 46°' -*:

:**Ile

i

!

? 1
) )

l
complete,itp plan by November 1975, less than one l

year Tom-When th# Commission's Guidelines were adopted. Thus tight time-}

tabt couvielwiththe requirements for extensive public involvement,' 1

has reatedmaSt of the problems encountered to date with the Act.L.

4
;

.

iThe 'legislation also directs.theVosimission to make recommendations

tp bmplify. the existing permit system in 'the coastal area. At the presents

i time the N.C. DepartMent of Natural and Edonomic'Resbairdeb issues over
,)

fifti'different perMits for development aotivities in the coastal area of

NorthCarolina. The ultimate goal of theiot would be to reduce thes6 to

a single permit for, development. 'Thus itJWould simplify administration

of tile permit's and seduce th2,time needld by a- developer to obtain a

permt. 1 ,

1 -,

Y
.

.

,

'lit is too early EOstial whether the;goals of thi; Act Will be achieved.

The A974 General Assembly _charted an ambitious course for Noth Carolina, it

' man 'frig its coastal' resources. The implementation of the Act will raise ,

many ,Politioal and4legal q'ues'tions which asst be answered. Probably-"the

ult* ate quccesu of the Act will rest in the ,hands of the'l'ocal,governmentst .

of e coastal area. If they capture this opportunity to guide their.groWth,

the the Act wil4 be successful. qr o
, ., , ;

wilk

'
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THE-SURFACE MINE POLLUTION ABATIMNT - LAND USE IMPACT INVESTIGATION:

A FEDERALLY SPONSORED STUDY INTO ALTERNATE LAND-USES

by

William G. Adams-and T.J. Kubiak
7

INTRODUCTION

The problems pr rural Appalachia are somewlatunique in the U.S..

.But even within the Appalachian region there in wide variation, in tbe

severity of rural probleMs. The economit. and social planning isnuep

.faced by the Appalachian coanties of New York state are quite different

than those of Appalachiap Kentucky. In fact, the 33 coal produCing;

counties of eastern Kentucky, as a group, ranked 1puest of all Appala-i,

chian sub-regions in terms of relative social and-economic well-beihg.'

Persistent problems of migration, unemployment, housing and welfare

continue to plague eastern-Kentucky even.with the elatil4e boom ecotiomy

brought about by increasing coal production.

jt is the purpose of this paper to describe the prificiple- methods,

results and, conclusions of an on-going research effort funded by the .

Appalachian Regional Commission through the-Kentucky Department fo
II,

iii, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection. The concerns of-the,

project entitled "Surface Mine Pollution Abatement - Land Use Impa t

-
Investigstion," (SMPi-LUII), are many, incUaing pollutitn 4ateme t,

i but mainly mining's impact on land-use and alternatkvepost-minint,dland

Cuses: 7/.'.'
N ...

e
1 . ?

', ' ij ( )

Background
1

1
. In an area that measures connistently.lower by all an

.--I

..

economic Indicators tlie5e exists two dichotomous economies: the w lfars

economy and the coal economy. Nearlir 42% of the region's fallilie4 hare,

i

. i
incomes lower than poverty level. UnemPloYment in the civilian labor

1
#

force/is relatively lovas a result 9f the coal boom; but the propDrtion

L ,
Of all males 16 to 65 yeArs who are not'inthe civilian labor _fort ;is ;

exceedingl'y high. In. one county the' figure reaches 58.7%.' These I e

are neither employed nor seeking Ongoyment; And there ip little easoi

to/assume that tOe coal rush will significantly effect this group las Moot

minAg jos require slalled or semi-:bkilled labor. It ie likely that th'p

gaiS between the welfare economy and Ithemoney economy will rema.in luntip

1
total economibtdevelopment, incllaingsall employmen4 sectors, eme ges.-'

0
.° ' _,

.,,i
.r

At the year's end in 103, there were a total-01%1,481 licensed

-i: mines in Kentucky. By the end of 4,74 there were- 2 ;h24 mines. TAis-id

an absolute increaf4of 943 mints add a xelative increase of 63.7 in --i'

) .

just one year.2 .

I

/
A

o
,
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With the dramatic increase' in mining activity the aggfegate economic.

pictUre will improve, but,other planning problems emerge including

Pollution, reclamation, post-mining land-uses. This is where the

SMPA-LUII effort playa a role.
,r

The SMFA-LUII research team is comprised of an interdisciplinati,

group fprrresearch associates: three geographers, including, tip pi.oject

director, a member of the board of advisors and a research associate

concerned with tht'social and economic impact; -three geologists, involved,

with water quality, one'estimating coal reserves, and a member of the

boaiebt advisors. We are also joined by a biologist whose principle (.

oncern is post-:mining,-xegetation. A mathematician expert in data pro-

ceasing is also an integral part of the effort. All of these indlyiduars .^

are at Eastern Kentucky Univerakty. The research team is additionally

enhanced by a team of consulting enginaas whose /saes are of a technical'
nature. Each member, working in his area of concern andexpertise can-

tributes to the end product as need dictates.

Scope of Work

SMPA-LUII- was divided into four.phases. Each will be described

i: . briefly along with some important findines and conclusions.
,

f

PHASE I - Inventory Of Orphan, Pre-Law, Active and Inactive surfacednined;

land in eastern Kentucky. In this phase the primary inventory-tools were.,,

high and medium altitude air photos'and ERTS satellite andSkylab imagery,.

From these Atofl and. images a careful inventory was made of all surface

mining activity in easIern Kentucky. Certain satellite images i.e., , -'

'
specific bands, were purchased and utilised with success ip constructingi

a map depicting.mining activity in the 33idoalProduCing counties. The .

i . basic unit of analysis wan not the county but the watershed. Eastern 1-

i Kentucky is comprised of 6 major watersheds of varying sizes, which may-

; be subdivided into approximately 50 watershede of fourth order or larger. -

Also In this phase, all pertihent socia17,, economic, and environr
---.--

., mental datasavailable for Appalachian Kentucky was:gathered' andforganiZO '

,,,

for further analysis. Thw included publipbed Censits, materials, published

studied related. literature, and Cens4s SummaV Tapes Files A illd B'.
.. 1 I

, This data, coupled with the surfact!mining-inventory; enabled us' i

, -

to determine to the exti ent possible, on
1
watershed basis, the severity c 1,1 '/

existing sprface mining environmental ankland-alp problems. .. N

tvitan III- The Becond phase of the.researcheffort focused upon the

development Of ft methsdology for ranking.Waterrlheds, thp selection and ,,-

analysis of the, study and the iderilt4ficatron of land.Juse problems' 1

associated With the mining industry;:gliie eethodolodr for' ranking watersheds

C . mwere developed .for a future more comprehensive study and forruie as add.0.-

tional data became available., Other criteria, for which data were avail f

able had-to,,be' used for ranking watershedb in'the study area selection_ -

. ig'obens.
, " ,

,=.. ,:
.-

is
, p t

c 4

The methoddlogy fdr ranking wati4dhedsldas. de-Sign-6'T V; ptrmit

rapid assessment of present and potential effects of 'Surface mining' within-rf

L..,

. .
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each watershed. It wau considered impbrtant that the ranking system ,.
be eauy to-appl that data'be either currently aVaitable qr of
sufficient impo tance_to'justifyits acquisition cost'; aOtithat it
stand the test o

'

- TL criteri used were !of-lhOe it...mils...Two of thb sets of criteria
express .in differ tit wiys the Sffeas of mining and other considerations
of importance to "fling. For example,,. the first.spt concerns on-site
mining effects: t tal area mined, acid or toxic materials'in coal or
overburden, mining technology, refuse piles. Thepecond set; of criteria
were directed toward off-site effects. 'Included were consideration-5 bf
water quality, aquatic species divertity, haul road make-up and surface
types, and local coal truck traffic.' -The transportation variables were

added because of the clear.impact haul roads and truck traffic have upon
quality of life in surrounding areas. Dustis a particularly noxi6U5
problem and in a direct result of truck traffic. 'Prom one strip-mining
.operation alone in,the-study area, it was estimated by simple calculation
that about 1290 truck loads'of coal per de/ move from the mining site
through the'county to the tipple at a railroad siding.

#e'

../The third set of criteria introduced,hocio-economic and,develop-
mental factors. 1n inAex :number was calculated for each watershed using ,

the pocial and ec nomic iniicatdrs of: 1) ,Percent of faMiliels with Ind-braes
beloW poverty leve ; 2)Tercent of the population 25 years or older who ,

had not completed igh schbol; 3) 'percent unemployed; -<4) percent'of
houses lacking some plumbing. 'he index number expresses these combined r
variables as a perc tage.of the'national average.

_

1.1

ti

A'

Land use was also a major consideration. The variation of land
.

'uses existing irian area are related ,to potential and use development
//and 'it vas felt that these mist be' considered when 41Pialuating.surface, ,)

0 mined land for alternative post-mining land uses. Existrng land upe , ,4

was evaluated taking into consider4ion'-popUlation Shifts, bWecially the:
.

growth or- decline of urtan or.- "urban liken-population. i. .

.

e

'.. . .

It was flifther surnised that some of the. Mbst impoitantracOrs in- '

development potentiat.ms relative location'ind accessibility. Using, .°
these two factors, areas that have potential fot urban 'of other type
useh could be delimited. Some surface mined areas, for example, have

: ".
"hundreds of acres of leyel land,.which, if properly regraded could be
usecrfdt urban and other'f

1

inte-hsive forms of, land use. relative location, i
was,calc4lated based'upoi mileage distance ;between, for example, a!

i

reclaimed surface-mine and a major highway. Accebsibility, on the-other
hand, was judged tt be a more relatilve'concept. .A.reelaimedsite may be
located a short distance roman urkm ardtbut have liMited-accessibility
cipe

i

to such thin as the.road-stream=bridge pattern.. Thusi-it was con-
/ ,

. eluded the consiaaration should be given to the pout- mining devel2Vianti
potential prior to issuing a mining permit in order to minimize Nal road,
mileage and other development dolts and constraints. .4 - .

. ,

.
1d : , i . -

. i

Other...considerations included
,

the existence of one or more unique
characteristic of a watershedsuch as state and national parks, hi.stotIc
sites, recteation areas, fmgile lands, and wi4d rivers. Ahd'Rprhaps-,

(
.

1

.;
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the most important indicator, of impac potential of surface mining
on (any watershed is an. estimate of et .;'1.ppable coal reserves. \All
watersheds were ranked a000rding to acre/feet of coal reserves.

. ,

, .
.., . ,

Basic data are not av:e4able to.permit use of. all these criteria ,

in delecting.the study wat :.z 4,,:.;_ Fourth order and larger watersheds
f,,,,,,

were ranked for the purpos Z. 6 : eleoting,the study area using other
criteria for which data we le. These c'riteria.includecr(1) :t

watershed, (2) estimate
.

s pable reserves, (3) location.i0 a
major coal producing county, 4) existence of orphan mined lands,-
(5) existence of deep -mines, (6) and existence of pollution probleMs,
idertified by previous/research. The receptivity of local governmenti
officials to the project was also considered in the final choice of
the study area

;

. From these criteria, all watersheds were ranked and the study
area chosen. The' Quicksand watershed was selected as the model. The
study area is located primarily in Breathitt.Countl, central to. the
east Kenttickir coal field. Fortunatelyy therewas also-a strong-coin-.

4.cidence between the watershed boundaries and census county divisions.
This obviously faoilitated theapplicability of census data in the
analysis. -.. ,

.
_ -

. -

As an integral part of Phase II, a land -use classifiCation scheme
I was also developed based upon USG revised Circular 671, "A Land -Use

Classification System For Use with Remote-Sensor Data," dated \Octoer,
1973.'-The'classification System .primarily reflects three levels of land

use. The firat two levels are identical to the USGS system. The
third level is based upon several other classifioation scheMes now in
use, but the entire system has been adapted for Kentucky... The portion
of the .system related to sub-surface and surface coal. minkng has been
expanded-to include levels four and five to thorough;y classify mining
types. ,

,

This is a very important result of SMPA UII and has been prepared
as an aid to individuals and agencies intereste 'n land use mapping
and analysis. 'Its.project applicability is refle ted inPhase IV. The
details Of the system'are too lengthy to describe re,' but Mr. William
Adams, Research Directory:could answer all question= after this session.

t The field work in Phase ;I took placeprimaril in the study area
Irthis past summer, where the research team and a group f nine graduate
assistants took part.tn-such'aCtOities as land'use ma pig, water quality
sampling,-administration of a citizen attitude survey, reclamation and
on-site mining study, as 'well as discussions with local government'
-officials and concerned citizens.

e,-

.

* 4, .
. i .

PHASE III - cased upon the information, collected and criteria developed

!,'

,.. in Phase II, it is the task 4 the research team to recommend, alternative
.i ,,17A--.=v0 post,-mining land uses within,the study area. These are to be discussed

P-. -' inN2temms.ofboth short and long-term impacts and benefits to the social,
-,v '

r °panic, and environmental make-up of the study area. This task is
-.

' .
, .

%
,

1
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Ir

.still in progress, but i light of our findings coupled with the realitlem
of present mining tool ogy, law, citizen attitudes, development poten-
tial, and topograPhi peculiarities, it appears that the matent need
for.pont-mining 1 -uue lien in the area of ageiculture oigrazing.
Intereatingly, our attitude questionnaire reveitled that an overwhelming
majority of the resRondentu would like to. cee the mined land restore
to a lens steep condition. In the study area, land suitable for crops
houses, transportation and other usesamounts,toapproximatkely.7% of
the total land available. 'About 5 square miles of level land his been
created by theTmountain-toe removal method and according to the
geologic study of the coal reserves in the Quicksand drainage basin, an
additional 5 square miles may be removed by, the mountain-top remoyal\
method. - Level land is at a premium and because-of limited accessibility
not only within the region but limited accessibility to the "outside,"
agricultural uses are realistically favored over industrial or other
.urban type uses. /

4

Citizen attitudes, we feel, play a role in any development effort.
Althoughit is realized that stated values, goals and desires'of the
respondent group often. reflect paradoxes and inconsistency of goals, the
fact is that these stated 'goals aid desires serve as fairly reasonable
indicators of the residents' expectations. For exaMple, several questions

440
related directly, to attitudes and preferences with regard to coal mining
and:its effect upon individual and commUnityWell-being. The majority of
the respondent6 felt that the miningOf coal would not effect their future
but, 87% felt that strip mining was "very important to the county's economy."
_Other questions were directed toward, attitudes and preferences wit4tregard
to mining type, surface mining itself, and environmental impacts. There
Was no strongly expressed preferences for either deep mining or strip
mining. In addition, most respondents felt that the people of the.cgunty
are favorably disposed to strip mining .and-thilat strip mining should be
either continued or-expanded. In their'perception of strip mining's
environmental impact, alarge majority recognized its negative effect
on land and water 'resources. Most respondents felt that the natural,beauty
of the county has;been harmed by mining activity. Yet; these people are
willing, according to their stated responses, to make the trade-off between
the economic and the esthetic.

. -

Post-mining land'usep can never be accurately predicted. The land
use alternatives of Appalachian are also: different from those
found in most other Appalachian states. Valleys in eastern Kentucky are
ordinarily narrowsandy-shaped: Ridges are correspondingly narrow and
are not easily aocessible. Hillside slopes are steep. Asa consequence
of this assemblage oftopographic features, almost all of the region's
population and.various forms of land use other than mining-and forestry

I are confined to the valleys. :Appalachi areas of other states often
have broader valleys and ridges, and the efore, more land use alternatives. .

Suitablealternatives can be suggented ith consideratiOn given to soils,
-vegetation, water availability, relative location, accessibility, and the
other physical Considerations of highest and.best use. But the finpl

'--decision as to the uftiMate use of the reclaimed-surface mined land is *

dependent upon demand and elastiCityof demand. The demand for industrial ',A

land, although a highly depirable end- e.ln light of- the region's economic*,
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ills, is in eastern Kentucky4,mery elastic due ',to marketand.esPnomje

conditions elsewhere. A parcel of land may be ideally suited for indus-.:

trial usbs from a4hysical,,locaI,
econonawand social point op view, but

the demand may net be'ilere. Its greatest-Totential, theni 110. in some

lower utile. What are'these lower uses?Agriculture, recreation, forestry:.

are tome of the.uses-with the greatesf'Short_and long-run potential .for

eastern. Kentucky unless the.V.S...fi#briences a major industrial shift, or-

expansion.
-:-- ,,-,' ,:,,

. - ,

_,_

4,1

Another task assigned to the group is tkat:qf, auggeErtiiig Pertinent

demonstration or development. pro is for which.fedeeal and "State moniegr\

will be used to enhance the ovens. economic positionof'the.study

Thus far, serious consideration has'been given to projebta or investi-

gations into, complementary industrial or Service activities, relevant to

coal mining. Otherp being oonsidered include forest managementdemonstra-

tion projects, agri tural crop aPecialiation demonstrations as well as°

rural transportat' n improvementand recreation development.

PHASE IV - In this phase of-the research several alternate date stoi-age

and retrieval siateMs are being investigated as,:to their applicability to.

land-use, socio- economic, and mining data. Such a system,'it is hoped,

wi01.1.,serve as a model for state-wide applicability in land use data sydtems

(re: the land use claspification system mentioned earlier). The system,

as presently conceived, will be used to facilitate mine lirensing,'re-

clamation specifications suitable for.each Mine site, and post - mining land

use suggestions. 4

Summary

The SMPA -LUII project is aimed tow d,identifying problems re-

sulting* from surface mining, analyzing 110, *act of surface mining on

sgrro ding land uses and recommendingalternative problem abatement

schem The'poten impact of surface/ mining on future land use is

also being pro and evilualed,imtelmis of highest and besi use for

the ebo ic and boial well-being of the rural population.in Appalachian

Kentucky. vests tibns, knowledge ga ed and information obtained

from the ptu area, it' is anticipated, will serve as a model for the

eastern Kentucky.00al field and the cent al Appalachian region in general.

\

FOOTNOTES' \
\

1. Pickard; Appalachian Regional t"Commission,
Washington; 1974.

. N

2. CommofiWealth of Kentucky, Department of Mineeand,Minerals

'
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A Multi-Disciplinary'Computer.:Aided

Approach To Environmental.Impact Analynin

111

15y .

Robert J. 14ogan

".

'Every year, more and more land is being developed for outdoor
recre4ional use. This development, which relies heavily on,the environ-
mental factors for its success, combined with the passage of the National
Environment Policy Act (NEPA) in 1970, han developed an expanding interest
in developing new methods and new techniques fille environmental impact
analysis. In the remainder of this article, rwill explore one recreational I

facility now under-development in the AppalaOhian Region of West Virginia,
and the methods and. techniques that have been employed in the evaluatiOn

4 of on-site and-off-site environmental, physical, and social problemspoten=
.tially generated by Snowshoe.

.Background
. . .

Snowshoe, as propOsed, is an integrated, year - rotund recreation
resort located in POcahOritas County, West.Virginia. The site is an 114000
acre tract'of land encompassing one of the biggest and mostsunusual moun-

. tains in the Atheast. Its north facingeliptical 13641- shape, some five
miles long, two miles wide and nearly one mile high, contribute:; to the
site's unusual 180 inch annual'showfall. The bowl forMs the head waters -

of Shaver's Fork, a pure milderness-trout_stream.whioht.due to its, amallr,
size and location, is highly vulnerable to destruction.caused
ly little interference.,

The forest.of second growth red spruce, ralre to the South; caps the
ridge around the bowl, givihg the viaitor the illusionof being in a
Canadian landscape. The Snowshoe site offers a suitable environment,for
an abuhdance of wildlife. In particularp-the black bear, now a diminishing
.species in the region, and the snowshe hare, not usually found no faesquth,
are the more unique/ members of the wildlife community: - c,

)3ecause of 'the tinudually high snowfall foundiOn the site, the major
emphasis of the Snowshoe development is projected as winter recreation.'
Miles ,of ski slopes and trails are planned including the highest skiable

. vertical drop (1,500 feet) and the longest slope (6,500 feet) in the
Ice skating will be part of the, winter recreational activities: 'In the
non-winter months, Snowshoe is projectedto offer Other recreational acti-
vities.including golf, tennis,- hotse-bac2 riding, swImm&ng, backpacking,

, and poesiblalimited hunting. Snowshoe plans to impAligpart"'of Shavet'a
Fork a.n the towl)to.implement boating, sailing, and fishing activities,
.aS.well as snow makirig in the winter.

a slk
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in addition to being a commercial, vacation redorit, Snowshoe is
being developed as a a bond home community. Individual home-sitea are
being made available ard condominiums are being built in isolated
clusters around the r.Ln f the'mountain,in the spruds forest. Plans are
underway for conference and year-round ietreatjacilities. '

Because of the critical environmental aspectu,of the site, and
the general nature as to the extent of development, the Snowchoe,Company
felt it necessary to implement an environment impact study for the purpose
of assessing and coordinating the development potential of the site,
minimizing potential environmental impacts, and protecting.the unique
and fragile reources that they have.

Under a grant providdd by the Snowshoe Development Company, an
inter-disciplinary studio was formed of both, faculty and students at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University\. This team, made up
of physical and social acientists, and designers,.waS drawn, together'in

. a studio made up of regional planners, geologists, aquatic biologists,
forest ecologists, architects, landscape architects, geographers, and

. forestry and wildlife specialists so that theyotential environmental
impacts could be fully analyzed andunderstOod. It was hoped 'that through
the inter-disciplinary studio., a teaching-learning environment would de"elop
among'the disciplines for the purpose of adding depthto,disciprinary studies
and to expose the inter-relationships among the enidroamentalandsocial prob-
lems that the Snowshoe Development might faces-

The process foroanalyzing.the potential environmental impact of the
Snowshoe,Development was'established in two phases./ The first concentrated
on data inventory and professional pre-analysis. During this phase, each
of the individual discipline inventoried pertinent data frcim existing' 4, 4

sources. Additional site specific data whiCh was not Beadily available was,
interpreted from such sources as aerial phgtog;aphs and on-site investi-
gations. Also'during this phase, a series of ,seminars were conducted by '

faculty and students representing the various disciplines. During these, .

seminais, each of the disciplines4presented an initial assessment of the
environmental problems that they anticipated for the site. Snowshoe
Company staff, as well as each of the disciplines, participated in die-
Cussions of each of the disciplinary assessments.,

° The second phase orenvirOnmental impact analysis concentrated on
problem recognition sixi development of land statability models. During
this phase, computer aided methods of environmental impact analysis were
impleMented unind the Harvard based programs of GRID, ATTRACTIVENESS, and
IMPACT. The data copected by the team in phase one was- coded at the
initial spatial scale of ai acres and stored irt computer data bank,, The.

GRID progtam Was then used to display each of, the thirty-five individual
data variables and later used to display the results of quantitative
analysis in map form.,.

The GRID Program 1
11'

.

'GRID is a oomputer program used to display topical maps by creating
a grey scale using a standard line printer available'on most computer

p

1Sinton.and Steimitzt.Grid Manual, Laboratory,for CoMputer Graphics
and'Spatial'Ama13hiis,- Harvard Unive;yllyr/Ootober 1971.
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systems. Data is supp led to the pFogram for display in terms of a con-

sistent rectangular gr d coordinate system. It is important.to note that

the GRID prograadisp eys and tabulates data wily. There' are no analysis

procedures or data manipulation routines as A part of the standard GRID

computer program.
,

The GRfD prQram accesses date:from a-compUter'.aata,bank one cell

at a time. The program allows for user- provided subrOgtrnes to :search,

binef and mathematically manipulate the data The :Maps themselves. are

c 'ated-by-Overprinting up to four alphabetic characteri and print symbols

to display a grey scale, The grey scale can be used to differentiate be-

tween the levels within data variable classifications, or as a range of

values generated9s output from a computer Model. GRID is a deceptiVely

simple data access and displays program an mains as a 'standard applica-

tions and display computer program in a tle variety of studies related

to the environmental resource analysis. $

Land Suitability Models `e,

In this phase of the analysis, the ACTIVENESS coilputer program'

was u'ed to/develop

TW
develop land suitability modeli. These suitabirlty models are

essentially computer-generated overlays which allow for the 'selective re-

sequencing and weighting of data variables. The models attempt to define

those areas which are the most and least suitable for developmkt-
ability 'indices are generated by applying a set'ofdesign criteria to the

data, converting th6se criteria to weighted expreSsions of the.relative

interaelationship awing the variables, and then by\a simple statistical ,

procedure,,- suitability "scores" are assigned t each cell id the study area.

Since each data variable is coded with a numeri designation, it is:possi-

ble to mathematically combine. or manipulate sets of variableslo produce

composite maps whith express the relative interdependence of the data var:

ihbles.

.

The mathemktical,properties of suitability models are Eqraight-

forward and 'can be expressed as:

a
r m

t n

'Sxy = W . V:

i=1 1 #A

where S(xy) score.for a cell with coordinates (xy),

i(w) is the eight assigned to each variable (v), and n is the number-of

variable's i eluded in the suitability model. For purposes of comparison

between the scores generated by different models, S(xy)"is recomputed

to that the total disiriation.of suitability scores for a patticular

Model has a me-an of 50 and a standard deviation of 25. By using a table

which, described the area underthe normal curve, we can compute the

probability of a suitabilitY stole occurring, at random. Thuev.given a.,

ndtmal distribution' with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 25, the

'probability that a score -will have a value larger than 75 is .16; .the

probability that the score will "have a value larger than 90 is ,05;41/Vand

the proballitythat the score will have a value larger than 100.1s..02.
7.! ,

..Johnson Apimu palachian Power
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By applying this simple statistical manipulatIon to the'sulte-
bility.soores, fairly confident statements can be made about the range
and distribution of the core generated by the analysis. Low suitability
scores, especially those less than 25, have a low probability of occi'ring
by chance, and thus point to areas where there are major constraints. On
the other hand, suitability' scores above 75- generally describe areas where
there are far fewer constraints than'ix the average cell within a study
area:

t

, r
The process by which appropriate data variables were selectea and

Weighted involve the following steps:-
1..

y,, .

. (I) Identify criteria to assess the relative suitability of

, sites with the study area ,
_

f

(2) Identify those data variables which record the information
required to apply the criteria to the study area.

(3) Rank-order the variables in terms of the relative importance
- of the variables as stated in the design criteria, and in terms

of their relative contribution to potential disruption to the
natural or man-built enviroment.

mW

(4) Convert tke rank-Order relationships to numeric weightings,
and whereappropriate, resequence the data variables to conform

%to the hierarchy of-1,:low suitability to 9 -high suitability.

The results of the suitability models were used for visual insvection
and 'analysis to generate alterAtive developable' areas and each suitability
model display documented the major constraints,to development. Both
tectUre and landscape architecture students and faculty teams then proceeded
to develop prototypical design solutions for 'various suitable areas of the:
site. .The solutions AN then analyted by computerized environmental impact
models.

'IMPACT Analysis Models

'IMPACT is a computer program designed to manipulate data variable's
by assigning values to the compariso 6f the ,elements of three data -

variables in two matrices. Initiall- -,the three data variables, are re--
'ordered by potential degree of impact, high impact, moderate impact, and
low impact; The next proceudre requires that the three data variables
be ranked by importance. .The two east important variables are-compared
in a 3 x 3 matrix according to their potential i pact. The'results are

,...

then compared to the most important variable .co sidering the potential ,

impact of a' specific land use, i.e., the potent al_impact of high density
multi-family' housing,on a specific resource sys em,, In the final comparison,
adjectives are defined to describe4,the,pofent'al degree of impact.,.

Terminal Impact- - the resource syster1may not recover. and of y
ultimately be changed by imposing the land _

use on the resource system.
. .

.

Severe ,Impact - the' resource system will recover frOluf the
imposition on a land use upon it,-but only .

over an extended.period of time.-
, ..
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Moderate Impact

4
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the resource system willoorecover rrom the
imposition or a land. use upon it within a
relatively short period of time.

.
-Compatible'Impact - imposition of a landluse will have no

potentitilly effect oh the resource system.

The potential impacts were then mapped for each of-the land use groups using_
the GRID program.

The potential impacts were then evaluated by the team and designs
were revised to reduce these impacts. This process was carried.outuntil
the team was in agreement that the minimum potential,_ environmental impact

has been achieved. The entire process was then implemented at the site.
with Snowshoe Company representatives and team members through the use of
a remote terminal and interactive versions of the computer programs. This

greatly increased tho potential of the process by sllowing immediate on-

% site verifica tion of suitability and impact analysis. Through this imple-
entation, the process is now Usable by the Snowshoe Company for analyzing
e environmental impact of future developthent.

31-
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